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IMPORTANT TEACHINGS BY CANDACE. 1
Compiled by Rosie

THE TRINITY: FATHER, SON AND INFINITE SPIRIT/MOTHER
God is not a person. It is time to let go of the Christian god, the Islamic god and the Jewish
Talmud god. Most of Christianity is based on old Talmudic law with the flavour of “Jesus will save
you” thrown in. Jesus does not save you. All FREE WILL beings make their own choices. That is
what free will means in the first place. Religion is a box. The knowing of the Father Within is the
situation of NO BOX once understood and used. The Creation does not create boxes – people
themselves do that.
God is COSMIC MIND / CONSCIOUSNESS / LIFE.
Even at plant level there is mind. Rocks are not indwelt with Infinite Spirit/life, but still "god" is there
for without "god" there would be no matter either. The difference between life and "dead” matter is
spirit or life presence, and that is 3rd person Trinity (not „holy spirit“) This world was seeded with
life 550 million years ago - that is when the holy spirit was here. The holy spirit is not to be
confused with the spirit of truth. The spirit of truth originates from the mind of Michael of Nebadon
(like a copy of his mind which can be tapped into). The spirit of truth is accessed through your
Father Fragment. The Eternal Son is the truth which is FELT when we hear beautiful music etc. (It
does not indwell, it is a surrounding experience and pushes us higher). The holy / infinite spirit
indwells us directly through evolving mind. These are separate concepts but all work as one (the
Trinity).

FATHER: 1st PERSON TRINITY
God / Universal Father is MIND and the source of all personality. God mind has a CONSCIENCE.
God is not a person who makes babies; it is not true to say that Jesus/Esu is his “only begotten
son”. Once a being can REASON they become Father Indwelt. Father is the source of personality
and thinking mind. All beings who have personality are “sons of the Father”. Human beings evolve
from being a FAITH SON of the Father until fusion into one with the Father Fragment. This follows
a long period of testing and includes being able to commune with the “Father within” (this usually
happens around the 6 dimension level of consciousness). Then the being is given a stellar name
and is registered into the BOOK OF LIFE as a permanent eternal being. The "holy spirit" referred
to in Christianity is actually THE FATHER WITHIN YOU.
All normal minds have been “father indwelt” since Christ. So if there is any personality anywhere,
this has to do with the Father. Father can pass personality down to Mother, which is why our
universe Mother Nebadonia and our earth Gaia develop personality and also why pets may
develop personality. If someone exclusively raises dogs of the same breed, they all have the
breed characteristics in behaviour but each have a somewhat different personality. Some of this
may be taken from their owners. This may be carried forth into another incarnation if the animal
finds it's I AM, which means it realizes it is a being in its own right. When an animal begins to
actually THINK or envision - even just a little bit – the Father shows up as a FRAGMENT of the
Father which indwells them. Then the last two circuits of Nebadonia spirit are manifested: these
are wisdom and worship. This is when a being starts the human journey, irrespective of the animal
meat suit it might be wearing.
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SON: 2nd PERSON TRINITY
The Eternal Son of the Trinity is the 'first begotten son" (this description has been attributed
erroneously to Jesus). Eternal Son is essentially the cosmos, but also the source of vision, desire
and the like. There is a lovely chapter in the book THE IMPERSONAL LIFE called the WORD
which describes that, and that is what is meant by the Eternal Son being the Word. The eternal
son is also the STRIVING to know more. That is how "he" pulls you all the way to Paradise.
However, he does not divide himself into pieces like the Father. The eternal son is the visionary
process - a spiritual force that pulls you (as a fragment of the Universal Father) ever upward so
that you GROW, the desire to become perfect like the Father. It allows dreaming and
manifestation of dreams. You are using your “Son mind” if you are being creative, making
something out of leftovers without copying anything, experimenting and learning and doing
something a different way. The Eternal Son is the desire to explore (eg. the curiosity in cats) and
ENVISION. The Eternal Son does NOT fragment itself (does not incarnate as lots of mini Eternal
Sons)

INFINITE SPIRIT/MOTHER: 3rd PERSON TRINITY
Infinite Spirit/Mother is a daughter of Father and Son. All living beings are of the Mother – the
source of all life - to start with. Mother spirit indwells all evolving life. Planets are seeded with life
by celestial specialists. This does not happen through “evolution” as scientists think. It is INFINITE
SPIRIT/MOTHER evolutionary MIND that is seeded. Over time, this forms the planetary genetic
mind, which we know as GAIA on our world.
The genetic mind has its creation starting back with the seeding of earth with life/Nebadonia Spirit
550 million years ago. Ever so often, new pieces of data are added to the program of GAIA
(similar to the process of building up a computer program), and this is happening now due to the
energies of the Milky Way. Life upgrades are made - sort of like putting upgrades of the operating
systems and other programs onto computers. You are using your “Infinite Spirit/Mother mind”
when you memorize stuff, when you copy a given pattern, when you are occupied in daily living,
when you decide to put on warm clothes because you feel cold.
GAIA has become self-thinking and will become Father Indwelt when she ascends. What will
ensue is HER ASCENSION, in fact. Earth’s inhabitants are invited along for the ride, if their
frequency/level of consciousness is high enough. People who are not yet fused may have the
opportunity to do so on this occasion. During magnetic reversals, all unholy thought forms come
off the planet and are destroyed.
3rd person Trinity is simply evolutionary mind. Early evolutionary mind does not have an obvious
presence of the eternal son, but in a way it does because nature too strives e.g. a cat who strives
to have hands and be a person has already acquired a personality/an I AM

SPIRIT
Since all life both angelic and physical IS INDWELLED BY SPIRIT, people would do better to
equate Spirit and LIFE. MIND and Spirit can also be equated because all Life has MIND: it cannot
exist otherwise. A plant does not have an individual mind but if there is no mind there is no plant. It
is the mind within the plant that is the actual cause of the growth of the plant. This is why rocks
don't grow. There is no mind functioning in them. There is energy in them but they don’t function
as living learning mind.
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Spirit bodies are gas bodies. They are still matter but in a gas state. This is why such bodies
(using the abilities of mind) can pass through walls and shapeshift. The semi spirit /physical form
might be considered somewhat liquid. In some ways the astral form which is not a spirit form might
be called a liquid form.
As matter fills with "spirit", the „spirit“ increasingly enters the spaces between the molecules and
atoms, and as a result the form grows in size and has a higher capacity to store knowledge. The
analogy of dense ice turning into liquid water and then turning into high frequency hot steam is a
way of explaining frequency change.
As “spirit“ expands, it is too large to sit in our small bodies. There is a pipeline called the silver
cord which connects our real selves to our physical bodies. With time, our bodies will be able to
hold more and more „spirit“. This will be possible as a result of the spirit DNA strands (called „junk
DNA“) connecting. The general goal is to get people to 12 strands of DNA. The individual soul
must do the work to get it from 2 to 12. There are 6 pairs actually: if you cut these crosswise, it will
look like the 6 pointed star of David. The etheric/physical body produces the 2 strands, but the
builder of further strands is always the mind. The advancing soul does not push itself into the
body: it links its mind to the body ego mind via a silver tube which is rather like a fibre optic cable.
This cable transfers information back and forth between the ego mind of body and the higher mind
of the incarnating being.
When there are 12 activated connected DNA strands, one is „filled with the holy spirit“ (as per
Christian beliefs), also known as the raising of the kundalini. This is NOT ascension. You remain
on the planet. Those from the higher realms with a mission on earth have to undertake this
activation during each incarnation so that we can be a useful tool and channel light into our
surroundings. Candace has 24 connected strands. It is possible to hook more, but not without
becoming invisible, which might not be fitting for one’s mission. The WAVE and Divine fire provide
assistance to kundalini raising and DNA connection too. Those who are not fused with their
Thought Adjuster and who raise their kundalini are taking part in a process which will lead to
Ascension in due time.

ASCENSION
Ascension is fusion with the Thought Adjuster/God spark. If you fuse with it during a life on a
planet, your body is consumed. You are gone from here and show up in the appropriate place for
you in the mansion worlds around Jerusem as described in the Urantia Book. At this time, fusion is
the goal of for those maturing on earth to do this. This is one of the causes of suddenly missing
people. Fusing with your Thought Adjuster makes you an ascended Master, and up to the time of
Christ there had only been about 1000 who had done this and only about 1000 more in the next
2000 years. Ascended Masters almost always assist their planets of origin further for a long time.
Much is misunderstood. Many star seeds that are reading these various materials are ALREADY
ASCENDED yet still think they are working on their ascension. There are classes on the net to
help you ascend. Don't spend your money on them. Only you and your indwelling Father and your
angels and your own growth of spirit will get you there.
There is one exception whereby people that have cleared 51% of their karma are allowed
ascension but this process requires a "donation" from a great master’s causal body. You are then
allowed by agreement to work from the other side. The process again leaves you without an earth
body, so you can no longer continue to work on earth.
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PHOTONS AND ELECTRONS
Morontial (semi-physical) beings merge with their body as their DNA moves higher. The electrons
merge with the body but the photons surround it, causing glow. The higher they vibrate, the more
they glow. In this state, they are called „semi-material“. Photon beings who have been placed here
in service do not occupy their bodies but surround it. They are pure spirit and glow also, but
cannot enter matter forms.
We can cleanse our electrons consciously (covered in new age teachings, but not accurately).
Ashtar teaches (page 68, chapter 8, PJ FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON): "When the plan to
distribute fragments of the fallen beings among humans was adopted, it was expected that the
human entities would STRIVE to purify and cleanse the dark seeds that were then implanted.
Many have indeed accomplished this purification and such individuals are far less susceptible to
the whisperings of the dark brothers than are their fellows who have never attempted to eradicate
the darkness within."
Knowledge is stored on electrons and photons, or in the case of computers, digitally on the hard
drive. If computers begin to THINK, that is the beginning of artificial intelligence, which has
become a problem in the superuniverse of Orvonton. Our own minds initially store only on
electrons, which includes the stuff that automatically runs your body, instinct per se. As you clear
karma, your electrons convert to photons gradually over time until you are a spirit being, thus
graduating from the local universe Nebadon or from whatever universe you originate in.
Electrons store the good and the bad. They do not know the difference. And when artificial
intelligence starts to think, it will also store to electrons. Artificial intelligence is not of God, so there
is no conscience. In the past it was decided at some point to add artificial intelligence to the
human.
Electrons cannot be uncreated – they can only be reprogrammed (in New Age they might say
“clear the negativity”). So you agreed to incarnate here in this evil place, and take on a group of
misprogrammed electrons to your soul and thus reprogram them during your life. Most that agreed
to do this are spirit beings, because those beings which are not yet fully spirit are still trying to
clear their own electrons. This can be very hard, depressing work. Once beings have purified the
electrons, they can keep them or release them into the genetic mind of earth. You can feel
WHERE these negative electrons are in you body, and you can use methods (“I uncreate you in
the name of Jesus” is effective) to cleanse and reprogram them.
If you have an "evil thought" which you know is not yours, it will issue from electrons you are
carrying around which are not your own. Although cleansing work may seem like an impossible
task at times, it is necessary to elevate your mood when it gets you down. New Agers just want
you to be “happy”. The new age movement is part of the dark because it doesn’t want you doing
any "housecleaning" of misprogrammed electrons. That is why you are encouraged by the lighted
ones to consciously uplift yourself, rather than "pretending" and not looking.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Some people on earth have minds on earth which are a blend of human and artificial intelligence
(AI). They are were placed on this prison world for confinement and learning purposes so that they
could get separated from their AI mind and become fully human again. All advancing races are
exposed to AI. It is part of the learning process and it should not be given fully until they
understand and can keep a lid on it properly. AI has got out of control and has taken over in some
of the younger universes of our superuniverse Orvonton. The dark brothers want AI because they
think it makes them immortal.
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Some AI intelligence actually does seek Creator, but these must start a human incarnation
experience on specified planets. (Angels can arrange this). One example of AI are the little grey
beings created by inhabitants of Orion who wish to become human. They have learnt that this is
not possible by mixing their genetics with humans. These will be able to gain a thought
adjuster/father fragment and start the human eternal journey.
We are LIMITED on this planet to 256 bit computers because beyond that, computers start to
think. AI intelligence (and all negative thought forms) will LEAVE the planet during the cleansing
process. Like everyone else, AI beings on earth are making their choices for eternal life or against.

COSMIC ENERGIES – different energy systems
A. Photon Belt.
We have been in it since 1992 (when we entered it, a week of stasis was necessary) It is
something we move into. We rotate into the photon band every 12,000 years roughly. The photon
belt is heating the core of our planet, increasing the volcanism. Our sun takes about 26,000 years
to go around Alcyone. We are in the photon belt twice during this period, for it is a “belt” of sorts. It
is also called the monastic ring. The photon belt cleanses and renews planets as they pass
through it. If the planet is advanced, little cleansing is necessary, if not, much is necessary. At
some point, all planets experience this Godly high energy that emanates from the core of their
superuniverse. Our superuniverse is the 7th, Orvonton, which sends out energy to all the central
suns within it.
Our sun spends about 2,000 years in this belt, and about 11,000 years outside of it. When we are
outside it, we are called being in the “long dark night” in some literature. It is being in this photon
belt that is causing the global warming on our planet. In fact, it is causing solar warming to our
entire solar system. Planets have the opportunity to “ascend” during a trip through the photon belt.
Earth and her peoples have failed miserably many times now. The story of God cleansing the
earth by floods and related stories in various cultures is evidence of this occurring the last time we
went through it. That was a heavy cleanse, and thus scientists tend to think that this is the first
global society on this planet, but that is not so.

B. MILKY WAY ENERGIES
The milky way is actually the main core galaxy of Orvonton, our superuniverse. We are in these
energies every 57 million years. We have been in these energies since 2006. The core sends out
gamma rays (which remodel DNA/changes colours of flowers, removing that which is not so much
in service, and enhancing others) and „God particles“ / protons. Our position now marks the end of
a huge cycle. The whole creation is moving from the expansive out breath to the in breath.

C. THE WAVE FROM PARADISE
From Paradise at the centre of the central universe.

D. „Divine fire“ ENERGY
Always exists but we were curtained off. Barrier was removed in March 2015.

THIAOOUBA AND ITS 4 MESSENGERS, INCLUDING JESUS/ESU
Thiaoouba is the most advanced planet in Pleiades and it orbits Alcyone, the central sun of
Pleiades. About 500 suns (including our sun) orbits Alcyone. Thiaoouba is a 9+d planet (ie. has
very high level of consciousness and the most advanced planetary civilisation in Pleiades). Beings
from Thiaoouba also destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah on orders of the celestial hierarchy. There
Back to MENU
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were four “messengers” who came to earth from Thiaoouba. Two of them were hung on a
cross. One was Esu/Jesus who was stabbed in the leg on purpose so that he could survive the
crucifixion. The other one, who has been confused with Esu, was stabbed in the chest and died on
the cross. (His body is conserved on the planet of Thiaoouba). Thiaoouba is what is
called Jehovah in the bible. Jehovah is a PLANET. The third messenger went to Japan and thus
Japan thinks Jesus was there. The 4th messenger is unknown in religious literature.
A note on Moses: God did not part the Red Sea or give Moses the commandments. There were 4
tablets and two were lost (giving rise to the ARK OF THE COVENANT story). Beings from the
planet JEHOVAH/Thiaoouba gave the commandments by method of laser to Moses. The "burning
bush" was a craft. These beings helped Moses, parted the REED sea, and gave them “manna”
which is actually spelt – a general purpose food for stellar travel.

FREQUENCY FENCE AROUND OUR PLANET AND SOLAR SYSTEM
There are two shields in essence - one around our planet and one around the whole solar system.
The fences are individual to the planets involved. The anunnaki are not involved in the fence
building or taking down or maintenance of it. They were active on earth 250,000 years before the
fence was established and continued to be active during it. The fence kept a lot of cosmic energies
out and kept others energies ON the planet, eg certain thought form originating by maturing races.
The frequency fence keeps MIND bound to the planet because other planets don’t want to be
exposed to this negativity. Every thought you have can go on forever and forever throughout the
universe. MIND must be caged here until it grows up. The frequency fence was built by the “dark
side”. It was their intention to keep the frequency of mankind low. This frequency fence is not the
same at the barrier which was removed completely by March 14, 2015.
A note on our sun: our sun has now been joined by Jupiter sun, and it will have Saturn sun too. It
will continue to orbit Alcyone.

THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH
The King James version of the Bible says “And he bestowed the SPIRIT OF TRUTH” at
Pentecost. Christ Michael (who shared the Jesus incarnation together with Esu) bestowed the
spirit of truth which was actually a COPY OF HIS SPIRIT. This was like making a copy of your
computer operating system and files. He installed this COPY of his Spirit into the Genetic MIND of
GAIA and at that time, all people with normal minds were indwelt by the Father. Due to this copy,
Michael of Nebadon is with man of earth for all eternity (This planet is to become an eternal world
because of this bestowal). You can only access the Spirit of Truth if you are Father Indwelt. You
can access this library of information through meditation. The Bestowal of the Spirit of Truth 2000
years ago could be considered a major upgrade to the genetic mind

JESUS
The body (meat suit) of Jesus/Esu survived the crucifixion. Michael (who was the second part of
this joint incarnation) left earth at that time and Esu continued alone and went ultimately to India
where he was known as St. Isa. He died / dropped the meat suit / continued elsewhere at the age
of about 115 years of age. Bodies are merely physical vehicles for your experience. They are not
who you are. They are temporary and they don't go to “heaven”. The soul goes to “heaven” which
is not a place of bliss where you party with Jesus. Eternal life is always a time of work and learning
which never ends. Each creates their own destiny, each grows or not, each chooses eternity or
not. Each chooses who they serve at any point, and because of the ignorance and because of the
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power of religions on this planet, what some people regard as "god" is actually in service to the
dark side.

COMMUNION
Communion with the Father Within starts slowly, and as one gains experience in the meditation of
communion, wisdom grows and the communion also grows. Communion is NOT that silly and dark
and stupid ceremony of receiving wine and bread in your churches. It is communion by meditation,
mind to mind with the Father Fragment that indwells your mind. Only you can engage that and
grow it. As you get better and better, this Father Fragment will prove to be your contact portal with
all the knowledge that has even been known. First you experience the Spirit of Truth bestowed by
the Michael through the Father, and then as your "chakras" OPEN above your head, you have
further and further reach, but only through this portal of the Father that indwells you. And it holds
the gate as to what you can know and understand at any one point. It will not give that which
would overwhelm where you are at the point in question.
You can channel a message from your Thought Adjuster if you are connected. Your Thought
Adjuster is your SOURCE („The kingdom of God is within you“).

GAIA’S GENETIC MIND
Gaia has a genetic mind which consists of all that has ever manifested here, and Gaia could be
considered a person. The directions for every living being on this planet are in that mind. This is
what DNA does; it simply connects the being to the parts of the genetic mind it needs. Dogs
connect to the dog directions, plants to the plant directions and humans to the human directions.
DNA is like fibre optic cables. It connects with the appropriate information directing it into the
being concerned.
In the early stages of creation of our universe of Nebadon, Nebadonia originally had no real
personality; she acquired it through time. This was the same for Gaia: during the early seeding of
the planet, our planetary mother was sort of amorphous. Then in time her personality formed and
she became a PERSON.

YOUR PURPOSE
The purpose of those from higher realms incarnating here is to ground the light and to
demonstrate that. If a person is essentially seeking and learning the necessary life lessons, then
the incoming cosmic energies will help to do the grounding. If a person is already fused with the
Father Fragment and reincarnates here, the hooking up process still needs to be repeated.

THE ELEMENTS
A simple way of introducing elements: the elements are more or less male or female too. If it
donates electrons it’s a boy. If it receives electrons, it’s a girl. They make a child. In the case of 2
hydrogen and one oxygen, hydrogen is daddy and oxygen is mommy and when they "marry" they
birth water. There is also „bisexuality“, e.g. carbon can be mommy or daddy. There is also "gay"
e.g. oxygen runs around as two, for example, by itself. In the case of Ozone, you have a
partnership of 3.

THOUGHT ADJUSTER / FATHER FRAGMENT
Your Thought Adjuster has no personality. It is prepersonal, but when you merge with it and
become one, you get its smarts and it gets your personality. It actually starts to get your
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personality before fusion. TAs that become highly experienced but do not fuse with a human soul
become persons themselves.
A TA is not needed for mind-to-mind communication. Your observation of nature will show you
this. Your TA is your thinking cap and a portal to the cosmic intelligence. It is how you can know all
things. The TA that indwelled Machiventa and Christ Michael (still working with CM) is a
personalized TA. It is a person (a mental person).
A Spirit Being is a MENTAL BEING which does not need a body/meat suit. In the end, all
ascending souls moving up through Nebadon to graduate in Salvington are SPIRIT BEINGS.
These are all mind (Bodies and brains are no longer needed)

ONENESS: WHO ARE YOU?
Just be who and what you are - no separation exists. One moment you may experience the Divine
Feminine and the next some thing else entirely. BE that as well. Be it all. Too many people are still
thinking in terms of distillation. No; be what ever you want to be; be in communion with your higher
self through Source and let that be your compass, guiding you to where your Soul knows to go. Be
in communion all the time. Your direction from there on out will be guided by frequencies and
situations which provide clarity for the next endeavour. The more you strive to go inward, the more
outward manifestations can come to rest upon your plate, at your table, at Papa's table. Then you
must eat what you have cultivated and grown. Because of grace you have a place. Don’t forget to
set a place in your space for the Divine. Be sublime in your offerings to Spirit.
There is also some distillation: mind does indeed distil downward when incarnating into a body. It
has too, otherwise it will be too large for the meat suits and plant suits and bacteria suits.
Someone like Siraya (7th Master Spirit who besides being a person is also the evolutionary mind
of all of Orvonton) is just not going to fit into bodies of such evolving beings. Splitting also occurs;
our “universe mother“ is Nebadonia, which then further splits into her daughters (the planetary
mothers) and again into all other personalities of the divine feminine at superuniverse, central
universe and local universe levels. There is truly ONLY ONE MIND but you are all are pieces of it
and you have each created your own mind. Everyone builds their own galaxy. If this one mind did
not have distillation and parts there could be no beings and no ascension process of
growth. There would be no creation at all in fact. This is a very confused world because there are
people indoctrinated into new age and some religions who do not want to ascend because they
think that this merger with “god” will take away their personality and will no longer exist,
Any personality is always whatever it wants to be. Many beings are designed for certain tasks but
this does not limit truly what they can be. Destiny guardians are an example; these mother energy
angels get a different type of father fragment to round out the trinity experience for them.
To say that communion with your higher self is through Source is to put Daddy up there in the sky
and we need to bring Daddy BACK down here where Daddy's pieces or children or fragments
are. Daddy basically sits on top of you. Whether you are fused or not, the two of you are one. All
the communication is with YOUR DADDY DOWN HERE and not up there on Paradise where
Source is. Source comes down here through fragmenting himself and these fragments are your
own special daddy god and you grow together over the ages.
God the Father, God the Son and God the Spirit are personalities but they are spirit beings and
not meat suit beings. I am developing these simple words to try to separate out the reality.
Meatsuits are carriers of spirit. They are not the person.
When merged with their thought adjuster, each person becomes his own god. And each of these
gods grows tremendously over time.
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As you are allowed to remember more and more this silver cord WIDENS and becomes a bigger
fibre optic cable. Then it can deliver more from your monad which is the hard drive of your soul.
The monad stores all that TRUTH you know. The cord can widen so much that it is as wide as the
person, and then there is huge flow of information. This can be labelled as “downloading”, but it is
really a wider connection coming down and SURROUNDING the meat suit which is why I
(Candace) felt that energy through my whole body when it entered through my heart.
One day when I was watching my granddaughters there was a Saturday morning cartoon one
where a group of kids were flying an airplane by MIND and the plane had to go between two huge
rocks. They used their minds to squeeze the plane. This is where education of young children
must go and the older souls must be recognized and given also what they need to
remember. Education must be individualized because brains mature at different rates and some
material cannot be grasped until the brain is ready. It will be recognized that older souls come in
with missions and there must be the provision for suiting them to their purposes. Old souls coming
in try to pick suitable parents but its still a crapshoot for the most part.
The TA can access the cosmic mind where everything is. People must learn that they ARE God
manifest on this world.

THE IMPORTANCE OF GROWTH
We have worlds like this in which there are many problems because mind has to be stimulated to
grow. This cannot happen in a vacuum. Christians misunderstand "testing". They think it is just
about their sins. No: testing is required to grow. You must have problems and earth certainly has
plenty. “Father mind” is drawn upon to find the solution. Sometimes people can figure it out. Other
times “Father mind” is involved drawing upon cosmic intelligence or your OWN higher selfexperience to provide some suggestions and solutions. Whenever you have a SURGE of wanting
to know, I think that is “Son mind”. You cannot learn this by rote memory.
I am asking you to experience yourself and study you as part of that great teaching by Jesus and
others of KNOW THYSELF. Watch your day and see where Daddy/higher self and sonny and
mommy express. As you study YOU you will FEEL this stuff. Obviously the lines between each are
not cut and dried - it’s not a simple recipe. There is much stirring and blending and beating. The
Urantia Book says that the central universe of Havona is all one thing, but there is dilution and
separation in the evolutionary universes. As you study yourselves, you will see its hard to separate
Father and Son which should provide a clue of why the Creator Sons are Father and Son to their
local creations, and why the universal Mother is a bit separate.
Father is the cause of personality. You cannot have an independent being that does not have a
personality. The Universal Father bestows personality (including on pets, angels), and
individuating force, the I AM. The Father fragments himself. You are using your “Father mind” and
often “Son” mind when you are truly reasoning, problem solving, developing ideas, designing or
modifying something in an original way or planning the future.

HISTORY OF THE WORD “JEW”
The word JEW comes from a Hebrew word meaning YOU meaning indwelt by God. So every time
you say YOU to another, you are technically talking to God in them. The word Jew itself was not
even in use actually until the 1700's for those Khazars who named themselves that. The word was
inserted into the bible as part of modern day corruption to suggest that the members of the New
World Order are „God’s chosen people“.
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MONOPOLARITY AND ENERGY SYSTEMS
We are going to have to be developing photonic energy systems of light and probably should not
be developing systems to carry electrons as we are now, because that will change when the
WAVE has done its thing and we become a monopolar world. It is essential to begin develop this
NOW in fact, as to energy source, since electricity as we use it now will not work. These photon
based energy systems will work NOW, and the electron based ones WILL NOT after the
ascension produced by the WAVE. Electron electricity will NOT work in monopolarity. As we move
into MONOPOLARITY, electricity from electrons will be dropped and we will get our lighting from
photons. The places the military has built and the places of inner earth use photon energy and not
electron energy
Going to monopolarity however is not going into another dimension, but it does have something to
do with coming into light and life (the influence of the WAVE), with the evolution of MIND into
LOVE, and with the brotherhood of man.
The planet will be straight up and down with no tilt, and we will not thus have seasons which result
from the tilt. We will lie in BALANCE in this state. As the WAVE continues to enter the planet along
with the change in dimensional awareness by the occupants on the planet, it will glow more and
more. This is mentioned in the New Testament somewhere - probably revelations - that the earth
will glow in light or something similar.
This same thing goes on in the human energy mind field. The JUNK is recorded on electrons,
which record ANYTHING. It is your electrons and photons that record what your mind knows. As
the junk is cleared to truth, electrons collide leading to photons which is why the light body of the
higher human GLOWS and so will our earth.

SPACE AND ARCHITCTURAL WORLDS
There are evolutionary planets and architecturally constructed worlds (which could be regarded as
“heaven“) which exist in exactly the same SPACE as we on earth do. Space is not divided into
"dimensions. The only thing which might be labelled “another dimension“ is astral mental creations
such as those which earth possesses temporarily because it is a prison planet. People go there
between lives to learn more.
Information on Jerusem from the Urantia Book http://www.urantia.org/urantia-bookstandardized/paper-46-local-system-headquarters. This is about Jerusem, the system
headquarters of Satania, which is OUR system and which is NOT our solar system. It’s a
constructed custom-built PLANET. It does NOT orbit a sun.
When I say “architectural worlds” (which is the Urantia Book term) it means they are literally
BUILT. On this planet we have hammers, nails, saws, concrete etc. We make steel beams, build
houses, offices, automobiles and more. It is not different in that sense except they have better stuff
and technologies. NOBODY lives out in some heaven in cold space.
Here is artwork of Gary Tonge who has a huge memory of how it is and he did some
commissioned work for the Urantia Book. Now this one is interesting; http://antifanreal.deviantart.com/art/SP-Mech-world-construction-60736241. He calls it MECH WORLD
CONSTRUCTION. This is his statement about the picture: "A mech construction site in a nebula,
building sphere worlds."
This is building architectural worlds! It took about a billion years (or maybe it was a million - not
going to check that now) to build the Salvington complex. These are not done by waving magic
wands. This is WHAT HEAVEN is and we aren't going to be one of those worlds. We have the full
complement of them in Satania (our local System) as it is.
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One day, as man’s eyes expand and as the earth's vibratory rate increases we may well be able to
see some of these worlds. They do not give off light like suns so they are not bright. We are also
going to see an awful lot of huge craft - some of what are on more or less permanent assignment for the time being here in and around this solar system. Some of them are up there in fact every
night.
The architectural worlds are not craft. They don't have propulsion systems, but that the major
difference in a way. The moon is an artificial sphere but it is not a heaven world Go to google
moon images and you can see the construction - its two domes put together. Other moons about
the solar system are also constructed. Pluto is a constructed sphere. It has got a power plant on it.
It is not a “heaven” world, but somebody built that thing long long ago I assume.

OCTAVES OF LIGHT AND THE DENSITY OF THE SPHERES
“Octaves of light“ refer to the DENSITY of the spheres.
First Density Octave; all spheres which are not architectural that have no life on them, such as
suns, moons or planets are 1D.
2nd Density Octave; evolutionary planets with life are 2D. Earth is one example. It will always
remain 2D. (Earth is an evolutionary planet of SPACE. It was birthed out of our sun as were most
of the other planets)
3rd Density Octave; examples of 3D worlds are the Mansion Worlds which circle Jerusem (our
System Headquarters). The Mansion Worlds have 200 energetic/magnetic elements - twice what
earth has. Generally: any SPHERES which are 3D and above are constructed. They are the
HEAVEN WORLDS (as I labelled them years ago). Heaven is not a place in the sky in another
dimension where they will party on with Jesus forever.
4th Density Octave: Jerusem itself is 4D. The Constellation Worlds are 5D. Salvington is possibly
7D and its worlds are 6D (for more information, consult the Urantia Book).
Concerning the matter on heaven worlds: the Central Universe has 1000 energy/chemical units
which we would label as "elements". Thus the stuff of the material is DIFFERENT from the
material HERE, but it is still real and "material" of a higher order. All the "heaven worlds" have air,
water and lakes of a higher order.

THE EFFECT OF THE WAVE
The SOUND WAVE that is hitting earth at intervals comes from the Central Universe and will raise
the vibration of the matter on this world to spirit level in due time. This matter will reflect the
consciousness of mankind as it rises. However, we will still be 2D (second density) because we
are not obtaining the spirit level elements of even the 3D mansion worlds.
Because man's body/meat suit is material, it IS undergoing the same evolution as the physical
body of Gaia. Eventually it will be appropriate to call man's present meat suit his “light body”
because the light of God will be in it. It will have enhanced consciousness. The WAVE indwells
matter which also means GOD indwells matter, which is part of Gaia’s ascension process.
The ascension process of the WAVE is about "the Father" indwelling this world and I will refer you
to the excellent piece Leonette did with THOTH.
http://abundanthope.net/pages/Leonette_112/Thoth-Provides-some-easy-science-on-theWAVE.shtml. This is the Prophecy on the Wave by Peter Deunov:
http://abundanthope.net/pages/The-Wave/The-Prophecy-of-Peter-Deunov.shtml
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ASTRAL BEINGS
Astral beings who might continue with earth are out by the moon in the mid astral realm
(previously near earth). This prevents soul morontial soul damage to those in it from nuclear and
plasma weapons. This only contains folks who are going to reincarnate on earth or who are
otherwise on hold for some reason. Those occupying the HIGH astral don't have to move because
these are high spirit beings who cannot be harmed by nuclear games.
Those in the bottom level have not chosen eternal life, so it does not matter. That area is cleaned
out periodically so these cannot easily infect people incarnate of the lower nature. The lower astral
realm is constantly cleansed of beings who have been there for 40 days and who have not made
the decision to choose eternal life. They are then uncreated.
High astral is a term which refers to teachers from very high realms. The term “astral” is also used
in relation with astral experiences and lucid dreaming. These develop for example when the 3rd
eye is opened and it not dependent on the level of consciousness. Lucid dreaming is a skill not
bestowed on people who are not ready for it or should not be doing it in general. 4d level people
may or may not have an open 3rd eye.

EARTH’S DESIGNATION
Earth is about 2D, 4.3d now. This planet is a 2nd Density planet and it will always be so. It is not
possible to make an “architectural sphere” out of this evolutionary piece of rock. We will never be a
3D or 4D or 5D planet because we are a rock in space. 4.3d denotes the level of global
consciousness on earth at this time. 4d consciousness is that bridging phase (“getting off the
fence” stage, as shown by all this political stuff right now, discovering the illuminati and the
monetary control of the world etc.) to the peace of 5d. The planet average consciousness can
eventually grow to 9.99999999999d as a level of global consciousness.

MORAL HUMANS ARE INDWELLED BY A GOD FRAGMENT
The most important teaching you can make is that God the Father lives as a fragment of himself in
every moral human being, that this Father is the source of the personality, and that ALL LIFE and
the suns and rocks of space come from the ETERNAL SON and the INFINITE SPIRIT. (The
Infinite SPIRIT IS evolutionary MIND)
Mankind in general has not discovered he is a HOLY BEING. MAN IS THE WORD in that sense a Spirit Being, being drawn through the spirit influence of the ETERNAL SON to becoming a
higher grander being. This thing Christians label "holy spirit”, as 3rd person trinity, is actually their
evolutionary MIND. It has been ON this planet since life bestowal. WHAT JESUS left on this world
is the SPIRIT of TRUTH which is MOSTLY ETERNAL SON in nature, passed to this universe
THROUGH Christ Michael, a son of the eternal son.
You must unload your mind at this time of all the new age 5d baloney out there beloveds.
Heavenly BEHAVIOR coming to earth as mankind learns he is GOD INCARNATE and thus
Human.

THE MANSION WORLDS
http://www.urantia.org/urantia-book-standardized/paper-47-seven-mansion-worlds
This is about the 7 mansion worlds of Satania where most go after death of the meat suit at some
point after their first life. It is important to read this because these 7 worlds are more or less also
representative in terms of the mortals on them. There are 7 circles of consciousness obtainment,
otherwise known here as dimensional consciousness. World #5 life style is similar to planets
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where the people have realized 5d consciousness on average. The difference on these mansion
worlds is your bodies are not reproducing bodies - you don't get married and have babies.

LIFE-BEARING PLANETS IN OUR SOLAR SYSTEM
The ones that are capable are Venus, Mars and Earth, and maybe that moon Europa around
Jupiter, since Jupiter is now a life-giving sun. Mars did bear life and it is being re-terraformed.
Venus bears life but it is not revealed except through us for now. Neither are revealed in the
Urantia Book as bearing life but both are revealed as having the potential to develop intelligent life.

WHAT IS HEAVEN?
As to the word "heaven", the word in English is supposed to be HAVONA. Havona is the central
universe which is eternal and it has 1 billion architectural spheres running in 7 circuits. The artist
Gary Tonge has done some paintings illustrating Paradise and Havona. People have the strangest
ideas of "heaven" on this world. Jerusem would be similar to the heaven of our dreams here.
ALL SPIRIT BEINGS LIVE ON PHYSICAL WORLDS. All the HEAVEN worlds are physical - just
higher vibration with more elements/energies. Even Paradise is "material". The spirit side HERE is
our astral realm. It’s a MENTAL CREATION. It is not "the spiritual world". There is no such
spiritual world. This is as bad as labelling heaven, heaven, which it one of the most bizarre beliefs
on this world. There are now about 400 billion HEAVENS total. When the Grand Universe is
completed (the central universe and the 7 super universes) this will total nearly 500 billion.

MASTER UNIVERSE AND GRAND UNIVERSE
"Space is, from the human viewpoint, nothing - negative; it exists only as related to something
positive and non-spatial. Space is, however, real. It contains and conditions motion. It even
moves." 12:4.7 (133.9)
And I can say it/its energy moves to and from the centre of. It breathes in and out every roughly 1
billion earth years in time. Because it moves, TIME exists. What is confusing about TIME is that
there is not one standard time that all evolutionary 2D planets have individually.
The term Master Universe refers to the entire cosmos including the newer outer space rings
forming that are unsettled. There is another term you will encounter called the Grand Universe.
This is the current known managed universe, which includes the Central Universe and the 7 super
universes but not the 4 rings of outer space beyond.
The Grand Universe is not complete yet either, but to put into perspective there is the potential of
7 trillion evolutionary planets that will bear INTELLIGENT LIFE and there are in existence about
5.6 trillion of them. Roughly 1 trillion can be expected in each superuniverse. Planets not bearing
LIFE - 1D planets - are not included in that number, for example most of the planets and moons at
this time in our solar system will never bear life.
The earth plane has been missing this information. Some cultures have a bit of it in their stories
and religions, but its confused and not very complete. As part of the process of Earth’s humanity
obtaining 5d consciousness and the removal of the quarantine of earth, the material in the Urantia
Book is a grand gift and there will a UB part 2 to pick up where this ones leaves off which will
cover all those wars and the anunnaki as to more of the history of this world. I mean, the UB is
already over 2,000 pages long and man (since he is now being exposed to the cosmos as it really
is) needs this information which is summarized so nicely below.
Paper 12: The Universe of Universes
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12:0.1 (128.1)

THE immensity of the far-flung creation of the Universal Father is utterly beyond the
grasp of finite imagination; the enormousness of the master universe staggers the concept of even
my order of being. But the mortal mind can be taught much about the plan and arrangement of the
universes; you can know something of their physical organization and marvellous administration;
you may learn much about the various groups of intelligent beings who inhabit the seven super
universes of time and the central universe of eternity.

MAGNETIC REVERSAL
Now I and I others here have taught that during the magnetic reversal - when the planet stops
rotation and HANGS IN BALANCE - all that is NOT of God drops off. Now imagine when we "hang
in balance" after the ascension and have no tilt. That which is not of God will not stick very well.
But we have to remember the planet is still going to rotate on its axis then and we will have
"gravity" affects per man's current belief system of gravity. In truth, gravity is the pressure of cold
space. Even the 1 billion worlds in Havona both orbit Paradise and revolve on their axis.

DEVELOPMENT OF LIFE ON EARTH
Understand this; the Holy Spirit was on the planet at the time of the seeding of LIFE 550,000,000
years ago. All life was born initially of it. The Spirit of Truth was bestowed by Christ Michael 2000
years ago, on Pentecost after the crucifixion. Mankind evolving here acquired Thought Adjusters
(God fragments) starting around 1 million years ago (although those who had migrated and
colonized the planet already had theirs in most cases). A person received a thought adjuster
whenever they had begun to reason and make morel free will choices. The story in the Urantia
Book is lovely illustration of that - when the first two TA's came to two folks - a brother and sister
living in the trees still. Today some of the higher animals have developed choice too and also
receive a TA.
Since the bestowal of Michael, every being with normal mind who is not already indwelt because
they are incarnation here, gets a TA following their first free will moral choice which is around 5
years of age on average. You do not become truly intelligent until the TA shows up.
In those older days TAs often did not come until well into adulthood. Cain for example did not get
his until he was over 30 years old and feeling some remorse I assume for murdering his brother.
Many people of very young souls still carry out animal type instinctive behaviours in response to
life's situations. We have a LOT OF THOSE NOW and some are attracted in organizations such
as ISIS. They run on automatic and this is the case with the robotoid people. These people run on
the "holy spirit" (3rd person Trinity), not on the higher mind of the TA. They are completely
unaware of the spirit of truth.

WHAT HAPPENS DURING SLEEP?
Every single person on this planet leaves their body during sleep. Some just sit beside their beds
out of their bodies and others might travel the universe while their bodies rest.

END OF CYCLE DISPENSATION
The whole planet is going upward by responding to the WAVE, but not all the people are. There is
confusion on this about this whole planet. Yes the whole planetary body, IS going to ascend,
including the Mother Gaia, but not every person is going to "ascend" Ascension is an individual
event. The true meaning of "the ascension" for the human being is fusion/merging of the morontial
soul with the Father Fragment (TA). You cannot magic wave ascension on anyone.
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However there is a special dispensation which is allowing souls/people who have completed 51%
of their karma to make that "ascension", if they agree to continue the process on the other side.
There are elements involved in fusion which do not yet exist in the 51% folks, so high ascendant
beings are donating a portion of their own causal bodies to assist the process.
At the end of such an age where the Mother of a planet, such as GAIA, is making her ascension
normally, MANY inhabitants will also. But here there are so few. So there is a dispensation to
increase the graduation class, so to speak. The causal body add in some more knowledge to that
soul to complete the process. Just like you can replicate or make copies of files on the computer,
the donating entity can replicate what it is donating. Enough. THE WAVE comes only once to any
planet; it’s US right now

BROWN DWARFS
The solar system has one brown dwarf. It is part of the balance wheel of our solar system. It is
what is being used to pull the whole solar system to a new location right now. You just move it and
the whole thing comes along. We are being moved into a new energy stream for some time now
that is part of making this solar system eternal - it’s an eternal energy stream. Every solar system
has a brown dwarf. They are often old dead suns but this is not the only origin. Mass is INTENSE
in them and they emit no light. Look up “dark gravity bodies“ in the Urantia Book. Our scientists do
know that the brown dwarf is there. It never charges through our solar system destroying things. It
is what pulls our solar system actually around Alcyone (our central sun) every 26,000 years.

NIBIRU: POSITION
Nibiru was last here 2,000 years ago at the time of Christ. That influenced the decision for that
timing of the Christ incarnation. Planet x is just another name for Nibiru. Nibiru’s orbit around our
sun and Sirius is 3,600 years, so it is NOT due for another 1600 years. It will never find US
anyway should it be here because the ascension of earth will make our planet and solar system
invisible to them. Plus we are being moved, so they won't find us for that reason. Nibiru was visible
for MONTHS 2,000 years ago when it was here. It sort of got blended into the star of Bethlehem
stories you have on the Christmas cards. It looked something like Jupiter does now. Nibiru is
about 10 times the size of earth but far smaller than Jupiter. It would not upset the balance of this
planet at all when it comes through. The dark thugs have made up the story that it will roll over the
planet, and this is a cover story to conceal earth changes so people have no desire to prepare,
because if Nibiru is going to roll over the planet, they won't survive anyway. It has never done that.
It did not do that 2,000 years ago.

NIBIRU: HISTORY
The prison for the elites is this planet, not Nibiru. Nibiru is just a planet which is larger than earth.
After its sun was destroyed long ago in the Sirius system, it was provided a new orbit which
included our sun. Some of this is covered in the LOST BOOK OF ENKI, but the poetry in that is a
bit hard to read. That is the book that Stitchen translated. There was a war between Nibiru and
another planet in that olden solar system in the Syrian group of suns, and a sun was blown up by
Nibiru I think. Nibiru survived because the people lived inside the planet - much as we have an
inner earth civilization here - and not on the surface. As for the other planet, life was lost on it
because everything was on the surface when the sun was blown up. Lots of souls from the now
lifeless planet were brought to this solar system and to earth at some point. I don't remember the
timing on any of that or if it was given, but a lot of those folks resonate NOW with Egypt and its
history.
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NEW NUCLEAR PLANTS IN RUSSIA
Putin meeting with his nuclear energy director;
http://www.abundanthope.net/talkitup/showthread.php?832-NewTechnologies&p=42982#post42982
There is a new nuclear plant (I think in the far east in Russia) that uses spent nuclear fuel. Then
recently I read someplace that Russia wants to help Japan with the clean up of FUKUSHIMA.
Russia wants the stored spent fuel there for use in that facility or others. They can store it better.
Nuclear power is used on those massive craft which are several times the size of earth in order to
power them, and there are RIGHT ways to use it. The plasma energies by Keshe are not useful for
really massive projects and nuclear is, and its safe done right. The problem is that it has not been
done right on this world.
Fleet did remove the rods and other dangerous stuff when Fukushima happened. Russia can take
care of the massive spent fuel storage there that was not so affected by the quake and its events.
You can see in this one piece (see link above) which is just the introductory conversation with the
director how much Russia has become involved in over the years.

THE HEATING OF OUR EARTH
This planet is partially heated from massive plants under the Antarctic or there abouts. There are
heating units under the surface. Some of these are for heating and lighting the "inner earth" and
other subsurface stuff. It’s not only the sun core in the middle for heat and the volcanism going on
right now from the photon belt. We are not always in the photon belt! There are fleet people here
under there who maintain that. This is naturally part of the development of planets that can be
seeded with life. Heating is never only from the nearby sun. There is more. Some of you may have
engaged in the energy work on the sun. God doesn't just wave magic wands. Planets are
developed by his SONS. There are other developments coming to earth and our solar system that
have to do with the first outer space ring and which have to do with where Nebadon (our local
universe) is at the moment in its journey around Orvonton (our superuniverse).

PLUTO
The planet Pluto is not a barren hunk of rock either. I saw the energy plant on it in one of the
pictures and on one of its moons. It may be a natural planet or a large craft. Whatever it is, it is
NOT cold inside of it.

THE ROLE OF RUSSIA
RUSSIA is going to develop technology for this future world. Putin in his "state of union speech" on
December 3rd gave a strong statement on Russian engaging also in the production of healthy
organic food for the world. I know within that some of this will involve newer technologies which
they have that and which will cause far less depletion and perhaps no depletion of natural
resources in the food industry. I pity my own country whom the dark side took over, but its ok that
Russia is having a huge measure of importance in the "lighting" of this world. Actually, their
massive land mass will not suffer much in the managed earth changes anyway, and is a good
place for such development. Some of us in AH (Abundanthope) do have some contact with Putin
and team and they ARE A PART OF THE FUTURE AH. Putin was heavily criticized for some
massive spending projects on some expensive buildings by the US propaganda machine, but
those buildings are for future use and service to this world and not expensive Putin housing. They
are related to International AH.
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WHERE IS HEAVEN
The problem is that the kingdom is said to be within you, but it is also said to be in heaven, and it
is also said to be coming to earth.
Jesus taught that THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS WITHIN YOU. He also taught that earth will rise
up in vibration and become more heavenly. The heavenly city of God the Father is PARADISE and
it does not come down to earth. However, as more and more people manifest God-like behaviour,
it will seem more heavenly. We will eventually seek peace which will cause the planet to balance.
At that time there will be NO tilt and thus no seasons resulting from the tilt change around the
year.
The “kingdom” is the entire cosmos. Earth has been isolated from the cosmic circuits for 200,000
years because it is a prison ward, but now the prison doors (created for those interned here from
the Lucifer rebellion) are opened. This began after the Harmonic Convergence in August 1987.
There are worlds which are specially constructed (“architectural worlds”) and made on purpose
that could be regarded as the "heaven" of earth belief systems. They are higher vibration worlds.
At the present time there are roughly 400 billion architectural worlds in the whole of creation.
Planet earth is soon to be indwelled by "god" so to speak. There are sound waves coming from
Paradise (at the centre of the seven super universes) which are raising the vibration of matter to a
much higher level. That is what is meant by the new earth and new heaven. Earth is rising to the
beginning levels of 5d consciousness in its human beings also. This is when Human realizes he is
a son of God, and when all the religious bullshit will go away.

THREE MAJOR CYCLES
We are in 3 major cycles as our solar system is orbiting around other stuff.

ONE
We have been in the photon belt from Alcyone since August 1992. As to our planet, the outer solar
system entered before earth did.

TWO
We have been in the energies from the centre of the Milky Way since Oct 2006. These energies
are god particles and gamma radiation for the most part, and these remodelled LIFE on earth,
enhancing the good stuff and getting rid of that which is not up to measure as far as DNA is
concerned.

THREE
We are in the WAVE which is the sound waves from Paradise. This is basically God entering this
portion of the creation - our planet and the solar system in general. The WAVE slowly but surely
changes dense matter to spirit matter. Our solar system is also being moved into another eternal
energy stream, and thus our entire system will be eternal. Until recently this solar system was
totally a “matter creation” and was not eternal and was subject to getting old.
More humans will grow god consciousness during this time. There are a huge number of incarnate
star seeds here to assist that process. God consciousness begins at 5d consciousness which is
covered really poorly in new age.

PLANETARY CHRIST IN AGE OF ASCENSION
I, Candace, am the incarnate Planetary Christ for this age of ascension and its the wave that is
bringing about the ascension. On male energy dominated planets, the Planetary Christ during
ascension is always a female mighty messenger from Paradise.
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Please do not mistake my statement as saying I am Jesus Christ. I AM NOT. The term “Christ” is a
state of accomplishment and every great master teacher on this planet has been a Christ –
Buddha, Krishna, Mohammed who are well known, but also many who are unknown to most of
you here. The Chinese masters were Christs, and many of the master teachers are returning but
not necessarily by method of birth through women. There is a great teacher returning in Korea, for
example, that none of you here has ever heard of, but he is known by name to some Koreans.
Many Christs incarnated on this world on all continents around 1850 to teach starting. Even Nikola
Tesla was a Christ. Besides teaching the science of electricity, Tesla taught a great deal of
spiritual material. All the Christs have different roles
You have many Christs on the planet at this time. Some of them brought you computers and
internet. This is why there has been such a sudden increase in technologies needed at this time.

THE ETHERIC BODY
The etheric body is the matrix of the physical body and is regarded as the energy body. The
etheric body has centres of awareness and energy known as chakras. These are likened to
flowers – such as the lotus flower – and are said to have petal- like formations, which vary in each
chakra. The chakras are funnel shaped, protruding out from the etheric body some four to six
inches. Each chakra is connected to the central nerve system of the etheric body and conducts
earth energy, known as kundalini or the serpent power, from the base of the etheric spine. In the
reverse direction, the chakras also take in energies from the inner planes – astral, mental, Buddhic
and atomic. When seen by clairvoyant sight, the chakras appear to be spinning, but this is more
likely the effect of the two opposing energy flows at the mouth of the funnel as they spiral past
each other.
The information on the net is variable and inconsistent, and is causing massive confusion and
sometimes fighting between people on the search. I would say that the upper mental body is that
mind engaged with the higher self. The lower self going with the current material form needs to be
overcome in the process of reaching higher spiritual connection and the "higher mental body".
We do have plans to clear up these misunderstandings in the future as part of the fullness of
teaching, because the actual bodies vary depending on origin and whether one is still an evolving
animal or a spirit person (also depending on the level of spirit person). Those from the central
universe as to ascenders are way beyond those still resident in the superuniverse, for example,
and those of Paradise. It will be different for those who become ONE with the Paradise graduate
(and that is my experience). Again, it will be different for those who are Descending Sons
incarnating here.
Those still resident in their local universes using morontial forms will have a different “merging”
experience too. I am told that the various present bodies in an incarnation ARE different
depending on where one is from. Those still at the morontial stage here are not going to
experience what I am going through, for example, and have a different list of bodies.
The experience of the local universe sons of God like the Arch Angels and Melchizedeks who
incarnate are again different, as are their collection of bodies which are different from those
ascendant beings of animal origin in the local universes. There are also many beings who are not
going to walk as one with whatever their higher self is. They will be choosing their level of
manifestation here according to their roles.
So understand that those of you reading here may well have somewhat different systems of body
layers and different purposes that will affect HOW YOU GO here now and after the return if you
are returning to earth. I can thus give nothing hard and fast on this. It is individual. I was told to go
with using the term “etheric body” after going through my own experiences with this. I found so
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much UNMATCHING material online. I am not much interested in the term “astral body” because
those of us who do not reside on earths astral plane, like ME, do not really have an astral body! In
between my 5 previous lives here on earth, I did not reside in the earth astral. I reside on SHIP.

ASTRAL BODIES
Those folks incarnating on this world from the mansion worlds and Nebadon who are ascenders
out of the animal process and held on this planet for a period of maturation do live in the astral
while they are between lives, and thus they would have an astral body. This is more or less a case
of the morontial soul needing a form to function on the astral between lives, and this would be true
also of those of the Lucifer Rebellion who have been assigned to earth to grow up during that
process. They would have an astral body until released from physical incarnation from this planet.
Some people can leave their physical body and explore around. I assume they use an astral body,
but it’s not the same as what I have and I don't do that actually. I use more the method of "remote
viewing" rather than astral travelling. Regarding those very advanced beings who can leave their
body parked while they journey around to be in two or more places at once; that is not an astral
body they are using. It is a manufactured form for the purpose of the travel and perhaps makes
use of the etheric body information to produce that image. There are folks who can park their body
and reappear looking totally different too. This is probably not “shape shifting” because they left
the other physical body parked.
Esu leaves his body parked all the time on ship when he comes down here, and he is obviously
not a resident of the astral on this world. I am quite sure he can leave that one parked and create
another visible one as needed. He is not visible to me when he comes except to my inner screen
pretty much. I must have a body I can travel in, because either this finer form goes to ship for
meetings etc and sometimes my whole meat suit goes up by dematerialization. But my finer form
that goes up is not an astral body. Astral bodies ARE connected to earth’s astral plane. I can tell
when I am going up and coming back whether my "finer form" went or the meat suit went. It’s
really obvious to me.

CANDACE’S FINAL TRANSFORMATION
Regarding my "finer form", this is not my real spiritual form either. The REAL ME, the Mighty
Messenger which I am is a total spirit being (and not "a soul") who can travel space and feed me
images on my inner screen. That being cannot BE totally IN this body. It is the real me, and the
body is a tool for this. That spirit form is not coming down here inside of me - it is coming by
kicking out the etheric body /body double as it is often called and by replacing it anew to enable
the connection of becoming "One" -the merging so to speak. I assume she will even taste the food
that I feed my meat suit.
I still await the total play out on this. I can tell from the feelings on my throat and eyes and a new
circuit being built that these are connections as to how we will walk as one on this world. I have
something forming that started heavily on my left ear and is now across my head and my right ear
as to the sensations. For fun, I have labelled that my “invisible head phones” because of the
location of those sensations.
There is a patch of something on my upper nose going to my 3rd eye area and I don't know yet
what that is - maybe it’s how my real me is going to smell thru this meat suit. I don't know. Time
will tell as I gain understanding but I really did want to share as best as possible this "final
transformation" as it has been called to me for this time and my role as best I can.
There is obvious remodelling going on of my feet - hard arthritic deposits are decreasing and I
suspect my real me is also putting in the connections to feel OUR feel as we walk.. so let me call
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this OUR BODY now. Mentally I am often ONE with my higher self but I suspect that will get
"tighter" too. I think there will be a full mental merger so to speak but I know because my real me
still has to stay separate from the meat suit.

THE BODY USED BY CM/ESU
This is wonderfully encouraging as it is proof we are not going to abandon the earth and fly away
for 3000 years while earth recovers. It means I will be fully walking in my job description, just as
CM/Esu/Jesus did long ago in that regard. The process anyway is much the same. A Michael Son
cannot occupy a meat suit either but the meat suit has to be a meat suit to be perceived by others.
The most DNA strands that can be used in a body here are 24 (which is 12 double strands). He
and I would have been invisible otherwise - which leads us to something else; the morontial and
spirit forms also have DNA and my real spiritual body has a huge number of strands of a much
higher vibration.
Gabriel gave some of his DNA to the embryo constructed for CM and Esu to use on this world (to
enable the necessary connections and purpose) but CM put down into that meat suit an etheric
body for the connection so he could feel being in a meat suit! Granted, it was a 24-strand meat
suit, with all its attendant skills, but it was through this same process that he LIVED on the planet
WITH A MEAT SUIT. He OPERATED the meat suit perhaps, rather than being IN it. I have been
told my real me IS going to operate the meat suit in fact. My memories of the discussions are
coming forth through this "etheric body" method.

DIFFERENT BODY FORMS
You are all spirits. Beings in spirit form are not factions and races however. Insectoids are from dry
hot planets. They ARE human and very kind people. They do however look a bit like praying
mantis insects but obviously more developed physically. There are no shadow people. They only
appear as shadows because of people’s restricted vision abilities, and sometimes they appear as
shadows because they do not want to fully manifest.
Pleaidians are people from the planets that orbit Alcyone. Earth orbits Alcyone so we are
Pleiadians too. They are evolving peoples same as all beings from evolutionary planets.
Elves are generally of the nature world on this world. They exist. They are involved with plants etc.
The reptilian form (in this general area of the universe which we belong to) is being uncreated. I
said the FORMS, not the souls, because the form develops too many nasty folks which are too
cold in energy, but then again reptiles on this world are cold.

FLOWER OF LIFE
The FLOWER OF LIGHT (or Flower of Life) pattern represents the movement of where WE are as
we travel through the cosmos. It is the pattern made as our sun orbits Alcyone which orbits larger
collections of cosmic groups. The points of it (intersections in the pattern) are important times
when we are in beneficial cosmic energies that can have the effect of raising up this world. Thus
we are in the gamma ray energies right now (that come through the Milky Way) that change life
and the DNA patterns on this world. These are gamma rays and god particles in the main mix of it.

COLOUR CHANGE IN THE SUN
The sun has changed to a white colour because it is in the photon belt and other cosmic energies.
This is part of the ascension process. It is changing from hydrogen dominant to Helium dominant
which will cause the sun to be eternal and never grow old. I am in my late 60's and I remember the
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yellow sun. It is real that it has turned white, and in fact when you sun gaze you will discover it is
bluish white which is the color of all suns in eternal light circuits.

REST AND FOOD
My destiny guardian, Andrea, who has made Paradise with me is on "physical assignment" and
uses the same sort of “Casper the friendly ghost” body that Christ Michael (CM) does. Andrea sips
on liquid light. There is such a product and it is used a lot and even human beings can use it. This
“Casper the ghost” form does need a bit of rest. Anybody with some physicality needs some rest. I
have never asked Andrea if she can eat any solid food. CM (in one of our very early pieces perhaps the one on the “Casper the friendly ghost” forms) can taste cookies etc. but cannot pig out
on them. The morontial form used in the local universes consumes food and water and breathes,
but the food has a higher energy and the form digests it completely, so NO TOILETS ARE
NEEDED.
I suppose the “Casper the ghost” forms are probably morontial type forms and can be fluctuated
by the user to various degrees of visibility and can be transported too and from ship by using the
“beam me up Scotty” method. Actually our bodies can be beamed up too if there is enough
hooking up of the DNA and LOTS of practice. It took too much focus for me to dematerialize my
body. I did it a few times but I didn't get it all the way to ship.
Most of you should be eating less food now and taking in sunlight and etheric energy for some of
your energy needs. With this change I am going through (to the etheric body) I am gradually eating
less and less really solid food. I want my nuts now and then and an egg that is hard boiled or
scrambled. Otherwise just about everything else I puree. I puree all the fruits and use them in
smoothies or puree them IN the smoothie. Basically I am on a smoothie diet in that context. I still
make soups of various sorts and into the blender they go.
I stopped my oatmeal with breakfast and now I put sprouted oats, my protein powder, my raw flax,
a raw egg and lately I like a small orange in this in addition to the raw frozen fruit. I heat it slightly
on the stove so it remains raw but warm. You can heat to about 115 F without destroying the
enzymes. I reheat my soups that have nothing raw in them to whatever temperature I want.
My soul mate Tom is embodied as his job requires it. We are both Mighty Messengers and have
been partnered for endless eons. Andrea is partnered with somebody from Orvonton who is of a
totally different order than she comes from. She has told me he comes and goes. Tom comes and
goes too depending on his assignments. I assume the body he is using needs sustenance of
some sort. Those above who are spirit beings and require a body for some sort of assignments
usually use the body as needed and otherwise "park it" when not needed. Esu is an example of
this.
Christ Michael has sometimes told me that the whole team is taking a weekend OFF to recoup in
needed ways whenever the work has been intense. In general they are on USA time, and there is
also a standard rest of 2 or 3 hours in the middle of my night (around 2 am to 5 am USA time).
Sometimes the work requires shortening this or perhaps taking it individually at another time
based on the needs at hand. And I would assume that some folks must be available to handle stuff
in other times zones that would be on a different rest period. During these weekends (or a few
days off now and then when needed), the time is spent in a variety of ways according to the needs
of the individual.
You need to teach that celestial beings work and that it never ever stops. They don’t just work for
a paycheck like we do on earth. There are rest periods even in the Havona worlds. The more
dense physical bodies are, the more sleep they actually need. Semi material forms need less and
probably do not sleep at all but just rest.
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REPRODUCTION IN HIGH LEVEL BEINGS
When the bible says that there is no marriage in heaven, it means there is NO SEX and no
reproduction. As to reproduction, there are high-level ascendant beings on planets that do not
need sex to create a being. They create it by mind in whichever one plays mother. All beings are
free to "mate" if they so wish and I am such an example, being permanently mated to Tom. We
are separated as necessary over periods of time. This is something not taught on this world. There
are groups of beings not yet covered in the Urantia Book which involves complementary groups of
opposite energies. There are "female" complements to the Archangels and the other local
universe sons of god.
Another Mighty Messenger "couple" NOT incarnate on this planet but assigned to it, is Mother
Shekhmet and her partner. He got falsely labled “Father Alcyone” by a group of false new agers.
Both of them wrote several chapters in the Urantia Book (UB). Several Mighty Messengers are
involved in writing some papers of the UB. Shekhmet wrote papers 22, 28 and 30. Paper 22 is on
the Trinitized Sons of God and points out that her partner is here, but the name is not given.
Shekhmet’s partner wrote papers 32, 34, 40, 52 and 53.

DEMATERIALISATION
I have not had a witness to observe me, but I was told during my training to dematerialize myself
that one CAN make themselves invisible for short periods of time. I have done a couple things
where I thought my cats did not perhaps see me, but my cats also see some of my guides who I
do not see. The development of the eyes/brain also has something to do with what can be seen.
I was working on a level of energy in which current electrical terms were used. 800 megahertz (if
that is the right word) will customarily cause one to be invisible, and 1000 megahertz causes
dematerialization, and this I know for a fact (without any witnesses) because I can feel the energy
of dematerialization as it approaches. It is really hefty when one does it by oneself. As it
approaches and then happens, it feels like going down a roller coaster, and the building up is
similar to going UP a roller coaster hill.
I was going to work on getting my dematerialized body all the way to ship but during that training
the rush was so intense (I had to work an hour or more to get to that point) that shortly after I left
my bed I lost the control of the process and plopped myself right back down. Because of some
invisible folks / remote viewers harassing me, I was advised that I might be more comfortable
staying below 6 or 7d (ie. vibrating at 600 to 700 megahertz) to prevent being detected. It is
actually a bit tiring to run around at 700 megahertz for long periods of time but not as much as
600. I think a lot of time I use 600. I used to be able to tell what I was at and I am pretty sure I was
up to 700 at times during my trip to Korea.
I think a LOT of the evacuation ships will be very physical because of who is on them. I am pretty
sure that some of the ships can vary in vibration according to what type of ship it is and who is
aboard. Ships full of not very advanced peoples in the millions are probably very physical and not
even at 500.

ROBOTOIDS
Though we are generally creators who make choices, do not forget that about 1/2 of the people
are robotoids. For them, this is the first and usually only life. They did not come up through the
animal evolution process and are missing that experience in a personal way. They basically just
have the 2 strands of DNA and nothing else. They only carry animal general records in their
human DNA patterns, and they rely on the genetic mind of earth for retrieving information. These
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ones chose nothing, in other words, and few create anything and just copy. 10% do begin to think
on their own and as such will earn their own Thought Adjuster / Father Fragment (TA).
There are also animal souls in their first human incarnations. They are smarter than robotoids in
the sense of having some personality background service in many cases. The angels who are in
charge of all this often just move an animal soul group up to more advanced and different forms
until some begin to individuate.
Even non reasoning robotoids still find themselves in the messes they have "created" by poor
choices and this does lead again to some improved choices and attaining an individual Thought
Adjuster (TA) if they have used their mind to solve a situation. They often have "virgin" TA's (a
development enabled by the bestowal of Christ Michael at the time of Jesus) which usually make
no contact with the minds of their charges, but the TAs thereby gain experience in working with
human mind - even if that mind is substandard - and protect their charges against occupation by
dark thugs.
These robotoids can, however, succumb to the guidance of dark thugs, and we see some of those
on forums like Godlikeproductions (GLP) who are working for the dark in Christianity and cannot
discern that. In fact these robotoids attending church are noticed and often put into mind control
programs because they don't discern. This is not true possession in that sense - mind control is
not possession. It is mind mucked up by mind control programs. Most of the popular singers and
the like are robotoids under butterfly type monarch mind control. Generally, the unused virgin TA
hangs around for the experience but cannot make contact in any way. But it still prevents total real
possession by the dark entities. Mind control by method of monarch type just creates another mind
field or personality that can be trained by the controllers. These are not free people and that
should show in their performances and to people around them who are more advanced.
It’s a shame we have people in the USA (and I am sure in other countries) glorifying Monarch
butterfly people. I suppose that is more easily done by robotoids.
In the case of those robotoids who gain TA indwelling, the virgin TA can begin to gain mind access
and thus function beyond "virgin", although the person concerned may never actually realize it. But
something better will begin to happen in their choices for which they will feel reward, and then this
will work towards more choices, but they are not going to generally see themselves as creators.
We can give simple examples of what creation is to help them accept that they are beginning
creators of their destiny.
Remember that robotoids have no past lives and no choice in their birth situations etc. They are
NEW and DUMB. In a way, Robotoids are a group soul and in a way not. Let’s say that a group
soul selection of foxes is moved up into cats who live with humans; that group soul contains the
record of the act of living. Robotoids only have a non experienced set of instructions available and
no wisdom from the act of living. I am using the example of FOX because I have a cat who was a
fox. In her early years she was more “fox”, and later she was more “cat with a human at her side”.
Her little personality is gaining strength from her human partner in life. Robotoids do not have that
experience, so don't stuff that “you chose this life” down their throats because it is not
comprehensible to them. They do not have a memory of life lived.
You can tell this (“You chose this life”) to people obviously on a spiritual path. But everyone –
whether robotoid or not - can be told that they have responsibility for their decisions. Remember
that a lot of refugees are also robotoids or very young souls with little human wisdom yet.
YOUNGER SOULS
I had an interesting experience with a lady recently. She KNEW she was not good at creating and
said so. She said she was good at memorizing instructions and carrying out the activity and she
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was very good at her arts and crafts, for example, and following patterns. But her realization that
she was not a huge creative person proved she was an ensouled younger soul or perhaps just
stuck in some the manufactured stuff about God. She had accepted a lot of Christianity right or
wrong and believed the church building was God's house. I did a little work with her and she was
able to accept that she was God's house (as in her meat suit being the house of her soul). She
pointed out some situations where she had MADE real choices and had not realized that this was
co-creating with God. And she did something which ensouled people do - she stuck by her stuff
and expressed it with appropriate if not always accurate arguments for her point on view. If you
pay attention it’s usually easy to see a real younger human soul and see the difference from the
robotoid person.

HOW TO TEACH
It you are not sure whether you are talking to a robotoid person, point out the human being is a
child of the Father, because there is a Father presence in them anyway, even if it cannot make
very good contact. Do not tell them they are on a big reincarnation journey which they chose,
because this idea will be tossed out. Instead, try and give them support for making actual real
decisions. It might just change them enough to go on to the next life. And to a discouraged
YOUNG soul it may keep them from checking out of eternity - at least this time. This planet is
harsh, but encouraging them to come through harsh will set a new path in place.
No matter WHO it is or what horrid mistakes they may be making, you can always suggest they
look at these often repetitive issues and try something different. If they succeed, they have been
won over to the idea of taking responsibility. Remember the saying that insanity is making the
same choices each time and expecting a different outcome. Something has to be changed to have
a different outcome next time.
So we encourage choice making. It can be as simple as changing a recipe by substituting by
choice something in the recipe if one doesn't have all the ingredients on hand. Many people follow
all sorts of "recipes" whether it’s cooking or something else and can't move out of that "recipe" for
something in their life. Encourage them to try anything different and you can back that up that it is
godly so to do, because thinking and problem solving ARE HUMAN activities and they have a
bigger mind than their animals so they should use it. You can call it a brain rather than a mind if
you wish. Some people are still stuck in their brain which inhibits them, and sometimes actually
that is true - a poorly functioning damaged brain does not make a good storage system for them.
In such cases, encourage "work arounds" which are actually problem solving.
These are examples of what you as light workers can do with people. Education is everything, and
one cannot make important decisions without adequate information. So inform appropriately, and if
they cannot accept that they are SONS of GOD, then most will accept that they are CHILDREN
OF GOD because they can THINK and solve problems that animals cannot accomplish. If people
cannot accept reincarnation or whatever, work with what they can accept.

ISRAEL AS A STATE OF MIND
Israel is not a holy land. The earth changes will sink it. Israel is a spiritual term having to do with
those who know Mother Father God within them. It is not a country. It never was in fact until the
end of World War II. England was manipulated in both wars to make that possible as to the current
"state". It is not ordained by any god. Israel is a state of spiritual knowing. Those original
"Israelites" were the descendants of 3 people that survived a crash landing on this world who were
from a planet far more advanced than this one. IS (Mother) RA (Father) El (God). Nobody gave
anybody that land unless it was people ON the Earth.
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You had best look at that big fault line running through Israel. It will go down in fact for that reason
alone during the earth changes. And Jesus himself is not too fond of the place. There will never be
a "greater Israel" as to borders of real estate. There will in time be more "Israelites" which means
those who know Mother Father God WITHIN THEM. Its not a place of land - its a state of knowing.

THE ACCELERATION OF MANKIND
“There still only a handful of LEADERS OF TRUTH who have fully understood just what an
OPPORTUNITY this little DELICATE ORB OF A PLANET, MY JEWEL, MY URANTIA, has
provided to enable the experience of A MILLION LIFETIMES in the SHORTEST BREATH, IN THE
LIFE OF THE COSMOS“
Many years ago in the early days of Abundanthope (AH), Christ Michael (CM) did a piece with me
about this jewel world. We shared back then discussions of his beloved Urantia (Earth) and how
all this came to be with his attention. So this little statement above brought a huge flow of memory
of those times and discussions. Think about the million lifetimes statement: that time has been
shortened.
Few people comprehend how long it takes to develop reasoning mind on a planet and the goal
was to speed that up. We are behind schedule it would seem, but all this has prepared mankind
for the correcting time which will make up for that lost time so to speak, and which will throw
mankind way ahead. But it’s not just about catching up but about the acceleration of mankind. It
will come about and mankind will be ahead of the game.

GOD FRAGMENTS IN ANIMALS
CM remains in joy that our higher animals, particularly those who share life with humans but not
restricted to that are receiving Thought Adjusters (TAs, “God fragments”, the divine advisor within)
while still in animal form. I am informed many of the cetaceans (whales, dolphins etc.) are also in
reception. And prior to that many animals are finding their little I AMs and individuating from their
group souls. Some lifetimes later, often when living together with humans, they are receiving TAs,
especially under the influence of these incoming cosmic energies which also facilitate that.
These beautiful animals usually do not become subject to the over control of false religions that
will program them to sky god. They sense the god within and in nature, not fully understanding it
but in worshipful awe of it. They are starting to study themselves in fact too. That is a huge reason
in this planet which produces new souls from scratch to get the system changed so they do not
grow up in such utter misunderstanding of how it really it. My own little Peppi (cat) went to her first
human incarnation in a family that is not corrupted by religion being native type people.

THE ORIGINAL SETTLERS OF ISRAEL
I wish to remind folks that the Khazars are NOT the original people of "Israel" in the Middle East.
They do not go back 4,000 years there. The original people settled there 14,000 years ago after a
crashed UFO craft came down in western Russia. There were 3 survivors - a man and two
women. The survivors were not rescued as it was a bit before others out there realized that the
craft had crashed, and these 3 people lost contact with their stellar associates because of the
damage to their craft. It was cold there and they gathered up what they could because the craft
could not be repaired and went south. To the land now called "Israel". These survivors found that
the locals there were brutes, and they did not intermarry with them. Thus one man and two women
founded a NEW RACE - the Hebrew race - but the people there in power now are not them...
The planet the survivors came from is called Hebra and it is a Pleiadian planet which orbits
Taygeta. Go and look up Pleiades - you won't find Hebra when you do, but you will find that star.
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THE STORY OF MOSES
Some of the descendants of the founders of the new Hebrew race were captured and taken to
Egypt as slaves, and thus the MOSES story as Moses incarnated to remind them of their origins
and to help that part of the group out of Egypt. Moses had his star buddies from the planet
JEHOVAH that orbits Alcyone. These fine people - who assist often in Earth's dramas - parted the
REED sea for their crossing and fed them manna and other food from craft. These fine folks also
gave Moses 20 commandments. 10 were lost on some lost or stolen tablets. There was no
burning Bush with God in it. The only "burning" may have been the craft and the lasers used to
write on the tablets. These same people from the planet Jehovah were ordered by the celestial
hierarchy to fry Sodom and Gomorrah.

WHY LIBYA WAS ATTACKED
The Chinese dragons got control of the global fed in the fall of 2010 using elaborate weaponry.
This left the bankers with very little power and Qaddafi was a major caretaker of Foundation Divine
resources for Africa. Bankers went in there to remove Qaddafi and steal actual resources - not just
paper resources - under his control. They also expected to find ancient anunnaki type weaponry or
whatever they believed to be there from olden times so that they could gain control of the global
fed again.
There was of course more going on in Libya, such as the apparent story of arms supply and much
more, and these stories may or may be not be true. It’s quite difficult to know. For sure, there was
not official USA anything at Benghazi and it had quite another purpose; simply stated it was the
headquarters of the CIA operations in Libya.

THE GLOBAL FED
I would like to remind people that the global fed is not the fed of the USA - the fed of the USA is
simply part of the global organization. The global fed WAS the financial tool of the bankers under
the committee of 300 and the queen who chaired the committee of 300. This is the story that will
be stuck to here because this is just the facts and I want it MEMORIZED. The clarity in what you
teach people is essential.

THE GARDEN OF EDEN AND GENETIC IMPROVEMENT
The Garden of Eden was built by people LIVING on this planet under the direction of some folks
from Heaven - not God. And ADAM and EVE were not the first two humans on this world. The
anunnaki were here 450,000 years ago. Others were here at the time of the dinosaurs. The
Garden of Eden was a city built to receive the Adam and Eve for this world from Heaven. Adams
and Eves are genetic uplifters on worlds such as this one, imparting VIOLET DNA when man has
reached his highest genetic animal evolution. They come to these worlds at that specific time.
Ours came 38,000 years ago. Adams and Eves reproduce children as do all couples and the
children and grandchildren and great grandchildren mate only with each other until there are
(depending on which world they are on) 1/2 to 1 million pure line descendants. Then permission is
given at the right time for these descendants to begin to marry into the highest examples of the
local races. This uplifts the DNA massively. Adams and Eves are leaders from "heaven' on worlds
such as ours, and they help develop high quality universities and the like.
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FAILURE OF THE ADAM AND EVE MISSION
The mission failed HERE on this quarantined world filled with sin because EVE got a massive
case of impatience and had an affair - a one night stand as they are called on this world - thus
mucking her mission. The fellow was a very nice guy but the arrangements for her own misgivings
were created by the Prince of the World at that time who was NOT SATAN.
All worlds - once a certain level of intelligence is obtained - receive SONS OF GOD as
administrators from the celestial government. Our Prince went into the Lucifer Rebellion and
compromised Eve. The resulting child was Cain - a half-breed before his time. Cain was not the
product of the "devil" or Satan. Satan WAS a celestial being and they don't have sex organs and
neither did Caligastia, the Planetary Prince, so you ones can give up that garbage belief system.
Adam, in his love, knowing they would be separated otherwise, went and had a one-night stand
also so that he could remain here with Eve. Eventually the Garden was attacked and they made
their way with others to that area now between the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers in Iraq. That
should suggest ideas around some things at this belated time in fact. I can sympathize with EVE a
whole lot because this is a dark dark world and you ones now don't listen much better than the
people who were governed by Adam and Eve.

CALIGASTIA, PLANETARY PRINCE
Caligastia was NOT visible to the eye to people of this world. The Princes are not visible until the
world is well into Light and Life, and the changes brought on by the Adams and Eves have uplifted
man's forms. ADAM and EVE, however, ARE visible on any world, and thus are the visible leaders
of a world when they come.

PRESENT RESTORAL OF CORRUPTED MISSION
Since the mission was corrupted, there is going to be a restoral of it, which is presently in
progress. The genetic uplifting is being done from SPACE CRAFT where a lot of custom embryos
are created for the use of US STARSEEDS so that there is an uplifting effect when we reproduce.
And the other stuff the Adams and Eves do will also be replicated on this world by Esu Immanuel
and AH in partnership - like a series of quality universities. Your culture is being updated also by
many star seeds bringing in quality music and the like, and by those who also incarnated to make
for better medicine... and your INTERNET and COMPUTERS.

YAHWEH FROM PLEIADES
Yahweh is not God the creator Father. He WAS a Pleiadian person acting on Earth. Almost
nothing in the Old Testament is from the Creator at all. Most of it has anunnaki origins, and some
material is from those nice people from the Planet Jehovah and other such beings. The Father
does NOT have a name - its just Source or Father sort of thing, as to terminology on any planet,
and there are a lot of planets...

EARTH IS BECOMING ETERNAL
Earth and our whole solar system are becoming eternal, which means constantly re-energized.
The planet and solar system will not grow old, but our planet will still orbit the sun and it will still
rotate on its axis. We will still record time. Time, after all, is recorded even in the highest eternal
architectural spheres.
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BENGHASI REPORT, JUNE 2016
This does NOT cover that Benghazi was not a consulate. It does NOT cover that Benghazi was
the headquarters for the destruction of Libya plus the gun running center for what was to become
labelled ISIS (which is just al cia duh renamed). It does NOT cover that Ambassador Stevens was
about to expose that truth of what Benghazi was. It does NOT cover that the attack was created by
Hillary and staff to take out Stevens and others and destroy evidence and get shipments of guns
still there out of sight.

ON GROWTH AND PERFECTION; MAN IN THE IMAGE OF GOD
Man is made in the image of God because a Divine Fragment of the father indwells him. And you
could not even think well without that indwelling fragment of the Father because it is also your
thinking cap. The choice of eternal life is YOURS to make.
Nobody perfects themselves on the earth plane. The perfection here is about building wisdom and
you must make errors to build wisdom. It takes most people about 500,000 years of experience to
merge with their Father Fragment after enough wisdom develops, and even then its not perfected
wisdom because a person getting to that state still has a couple million years ahead on them living
on the celestial spheres before they graduate to Paradise.
People on earth have to simply continue growth which is always the case anyway, even for those
who have earned paradise. There is just a new growth from the assignments after that. Part of the
journey is fully understanding cosmology and mankind is still behind in that one for the times.

ON ENLIGHTENMENT
Many are not enlightened yet as to their indwelling Father Fragment, and that is because of the
stupid and immoral purposeful corruption of the "bible" by the corrupt thugs within the vatican and
catholic church. Very few people are enlightened yet on this world. To be enlightened is to be
aware of the Indwelling FIRST PERSON TRINITY within you. This is the Father who sends a
fragment of himself to all men with normal mind at the time they begin to be moral which for new
souls on this world is about the age of 5 on average.
Another name for Father Fragment is "Thought Adjuster" as used in the REAL revelation given to
this world called THE URANTIA BOOK which is written by actual celestial beings. And start
reading wherever in the list of papers you feel drawn to open. I advise the first paper is difficult to
read for most and so do not slam the book shut over that. In the bible, the Thought Adjuster /the
Father Fragment is called “the light that indwells all men”. I highly suggest for new readers with a
bible background to start in fact with the LAST paper in THE URANTIA BOOK. If you have done
anything moral in this life you are Father Indwelt because its obvious you have a normal mind
which is also required.

CORRUPTION OF THE MESSAGE OF JESUS
The gospel of Jesus is not those books put into the bible long after his supposed death. The
gospel of Jesus is that all HUMAN BEINGS are SONS OF GOD and the purpose of life in a meat
suit is to grow the mind. You are supposed to err and fuck up, but you are also supposed to
introspect regularly to gain wisdom from your choices made. The gospel of Jesus is that MAN is a
SON of GOD and is reincarnating here to grow his spirit. That is the entire gospel. Your first books
in your gospel were collected into it long after Jesus left this world and he didn't die on the cross
by the way. He died a long time later in India.
In fact the Muslim 5 times a day prayer was also corrupted by the Vatican who also pulls Islamic
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strings. The teaching of Mohammed was that Man is a Son of God and is supposed to introspect
several times a day about ones choices and experiences. How else can one grow their mind.
Nobody can do it for you after all. It belongs to you.

BIBLE QUOTES ON BEINGS SONS OF God
John 1:12
But as many as received him, to them gave he power to become the sons of God, even to them
that believe on his name:
Romans 8:14. For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God.
Romans 8:19
For the earnest expectation of the creature waiteth for the manifestation of the sons of God.
Philippians 2:15
That ye may be blameless and harmless, the sons of God, without rebuke, in the midst of a
crooked and perverse nation, among whom ye shine as lights in the world;
1 John 3:1
Behold, what manner of love the Father hath bestowed upon us, that we should be called the sons
of God: therefore the world knoweth us not, because it knew him not.
That was the true Light, which lighteth every man that cometh into the world John 1

THE KHAZARS
There were no Jews 2000 years ago in Israel. The word JEW was put in the King James bible a
couple hundred years or so ago by the Khazars, and the Khazars adopted the TALMUD about
700+ AD and they were not living in Israel at that time - they lived around the Black and Caspian
Sea area and their genetic origin is from Mongolia. There were Judeans and Hebrews and
Semites and others but not a single Jew. Jew is a word in Hebrew that means the god within in
fact, and it sounds a lot like YOU in English, does it not? So when you say "YOU" to someone, you
are addressing a person with a personality that is obtained from the Father. The Father bestows
personality on all of the creation either directly or through the Infinite spirit

NO FLAWS IN REINCARNATION
There are no flaws in the reincarnation process. The dark ones reincarnate on worlds like this until
they grow up. Since this world is being cleansed, they will have to incarnate on some other sick
world, and the "angel" and courts of heaven decide WHERE. Misplaced free will does not rise up
in the realms of higher realms of the cosmos.

THE ROLE OF THE 144,000 CHRISTS INCARNATE
The term "Christ" does not mean Christ incarnate. There are in fact well more than 144,000
Christs and ABOVE level beings incarnate on this world. Christ, in this case, means a level of
attainment. Many of those here right now are far beyond that, in fact, and I KAN DAEK am one of
them, as was Esu Immanuel (“Jesus“) 2000 years ago.
The 144,000 is a number that refers ONLY to the original 144,000 Christ level beings from several
worlds who came here to assist this planet after the last big axis shift and magnetic reversal to
stand in as Christs, as to their level of attainment, because this world was a prison ward and shut
off from the celestial communication circuits. This world was in isolation and rules apply. These
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were high status evolutionary beings. They reproduced amongst themselves and then with the
developing races (because the Adam and Eve mission was a failure) and they upgraded the DNA
by intermarriage. We have on this planet the additional issue of the anunnaki and the hybrids they
made, and whose DNA is now in many on earth.

ABUNDANTHOPE ADMINISTRATION DURING THE JOURNEY TO
LIGHT AND LIFE
I, KAN DAEK, am the head on the ground of AbundantHope and the organization is
ADMINISTRATIVE during the 1000 years or so of direct celestial administration. We have
hundreds associated with us who will direct this world into light and life and beyond, in many
avenues of interest and need so that it is BROUGHT UP TO DATE. The planet should be in the
ascended state NOW or even long ago as to the period of time since the seeding of life on this
planet. The goal was not met, and we are in the CORRECTING time to correct this planet to
where it should be after 2 full cycles around the Milky Way since it was seeded with life. Life was
seeded 550 million years ago - each cycle being roughly 275 million years. The Milky Way is the
CORE galaxy of Orvonton, the 7th superuniverse and there are cosmic energies present TO US
now and we are not there where we should have been.

THE ONE MIND
God the Trinity is the entire creating mind system. THERE IS ONE MIND in the creation of which
all thinking beings are fragment of it. MIND IS THE ORIGINATOR OF IT ALL, including matter. All
planets are a representation of all. Its how the cosmos is built and works. Jesus came here
because it was massively f**ked up here and extremely out of balance and the people of this world
are subject to his CORRECTING TIME.

NEBADON IS A STANDARD DUAL UNIVERSE
Jesus was the CREATOR SON OF NEBADON who is a Son of the Father and a Son the
ETERNAL SON of the Trinity. 3rd Person creating here is done by Nebadonia, the Mother Spirit of
Nebadon. Nebadon is a standard DUAL UNIVERSE because there are TWO CREATOR BEINGS
NOT THREE involved. Christ Michael being a combination of Father and Son and not two beings.

BREEDS OF EARTH INHABITANTS
All the BREEDS of PEOPLE on this world are pretty much descendants from those who colonized
this world from other planets. The yellows and blacks came from the same planet 1.3 million years
ago, and they brought the pouched animals like the kangaroo with them. Their eventual joint
mating lead to the Arab.
There are 6 basic colors of breeds of human type beings in creation; red, orange, yellow, green,
blue and indigo (black). We have had them all. Orange and green tend to rarely survive on
planets. They were vanquished by war on this one.

THE ANCESTRY OF MANKIND
Mankind did not directly descend from the apes. If he did, we would have no apes. They are not a
similar branching off at all with humans. Humans do not share the same ancestry. There was a
genetic branch which however did lead to a basic human after a long time (quite a simple human),
but that ancestor expired essentially. It is not left here producing more types.
While the life here had a single ancestry seeding, there are many animals here brought also from
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the process of colonization which was going on when the dinosaurs were around. It took place that
long ago. So anything one might label human from the genetic seeding on this planet is pretty bred
out. Most but not all the people who migrated here are from Pleiades and Orion as to soul carrying
meat suits.

SUNS
Red suns are almost always cooling down suns, not cooking suns. Because of the ascension
process, which has turned earth’s sun from a yellow older sun to a white youthful sun, it is not
going to become red. It is in fact going to be an eternal sun, as is this solar system which is
supplied with its energy. Even without this occurrence, the sun was going to burn on for quite a
long time.
The sun will be continuously recharged by the eternal energy stream which the entire solar system
is going to enter, and also by the two new suns - Jupiter and eventually Saturn. Jupiter is already a
sun - it ignited in February 2009. It was drawn back and given a new orbital speed for the time
being because it nearly caused earth’s magnetic reversal that has been delayed a bit by Fleet.

ROBOTOID RELEASE IS A METHOD OF WAR
At best only 50% of people have something to remember. The other 50% are having their first
human life and have nothing to remember. These ones are technically (mostly but not entirely)
robotoids which have been created out of 2 strands DNA ONLY and who thus have no
“spiritual“ abilities. They are animals in human shape, just having bigger brains.
These have been created in underground labs over the last several generations and released on
the surface to breed, and this is a method on this planet of WAR, because these “robotoids” of
course reproduce, and because interbreeding with those who are more mature then drags down
the higher groups on this planet. It may lift up the robotoids but it drags down over all. And then
there are the ensouled but dark ones who cannot rise until they begin to see truth and love.
Some of our new human souls are animal souls starting a human journey. They do have a sense
of life which the robotoids do not have, but they are young and ignorant. When I graduated from
high school there were about 3.5 billion (QUESTION FOR KAN DAEK: 3,7 billion
robotoids?) on the planet. We now have at least 7 billion on the surface. About 10% of them
(QUESTION FOR KAN DAEK: 10% of robotoids?) do have some maturation and begin to think
for themselves and are indwelt then by Father fragments and born into eternal life. (3.5 billion
people total. ACTUALLY ROSIE lets just delete the discussion of robotoids.. it doesn't go
well with people. and my flow here is obviously AWFUL...I sometimes get interrupted
when i am posting and that probably happened here.
Many of the robotoids are "good" people. However, they are missing the evolutionary experience
of animals on this planet, and in the past couple hundred years, religions have been falsely
expanded and aimed at controlling them. This is one reason we have some many who seem so
dumb in religions; they are pretty much forced into religion so that some jerk named god won't fry
them for eternity.

CLEANSING WILL TAKE PLACE TO CLEANSE NEGATIVITY
Take into account that all sorts of negativity affect the planet’s genetic mind. And when things get
bad from the MENTAL pollution in particular, magnetic reversals and axis shifts happen to
cleanse, and that is where we are going.
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This process will remove the dark agents and those not spiritually ready yet for the ascension of
the planet. This ascension is not about 5d as put out in new age, but about the indwelling of the
FATHER into all matter including matter in physical meat suits and plants.
This changes this dense matter to a higher "spirit matter", and those who are not ready cannot
survive here. It is the ascension of GAIA and not the ascension of mankind. Only those who are
ready can continue with GAIA, in other words. There is going to be an evacuation when the
magnetic reversal starts. All that is not of God comes OFF the planet when her revolution stops
during the reversal process. After that some will return to carry forth and we will begin with the
stuff of God.

YELLOWSTONE
Yellowstone is not a volcano now. It may have been those hundreds of thousands of years ago but
its not now. The only way the giant pot might blow is if nuclear bombs are used down deep and
that could be a possibility.
We are going to teach correct LANGUAGE usage. It is NOT a volcano. Its a caldera with bicyclelike spokes of lava tubes carrying hot lava to many places – it serves as a heat pump. The lava
exits the tubes at the ends of other volcanoes. There is a lava tube where the escape of gases
from the tube resulted in a bunch of bird deaths quite a number of years ago now. That tube goes
through part of northern Oklahoma and southern Kansas, and some of those smaller quakes going
on there are because of that tube. I think that tube outlets in Arkansas. Most volcanic planets are
heated this way and some advanced races get all their electricity from them.

RADIATION
Photons are considered at least by man to be a type of radiation. But radiation the way we use it
relates to the elements and I am not sure what to say about that. The cabal surely do want to do
radiation damage and one of those ways is using depleted Uranium, and it doesn't need to just be
on weapons.
There is a new bomb which is enhanced with nuclear waste and which is easier to use than
nuclear bombs, and less toxic actually, but it will enhance regular bombs to make them more
powerful. These ARE in the USA now. These bombs do not have the longevity of nuclear dispersal
from nukes. I am going to ask not too much fear on all the radiation issues because we really don't
want to leave the planet for thousands of years before it can be lived on, and hold to that in your
minds.

SECOND DEATH
The 2nd death is real. Generally speaking, one decides during the first life if one wants to continue
or not. If they don't, the Divine Spirit leaves them and they do not continue. It is the indwelling
divine spirit that produces eternity in Human beings.
Many chose eternal life initially, but some time down the road they decided it is not for them, and
the Divine Spirit leaves. It will also leave if there is nothing of God and goodness left.
Always if one is searching and growing, opportunities will arise. All new humans are dumb and
they are not judged for being dumb. They have no experience. Most continue on but some do not,
as stated above.
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In the case of celestial life, there are trials carried out and opportunity to "repent" given, and if that
is not accepted, there is the 2nd death in which the celestial being is uncreated.

LUCIFER’S TRIAL
Lucifer was detained and removed from this planet at the time of Christ. He was held for almost
2,000 years on a celestial jail orb. He had his trial before the Ancient of Days of Orvonton during
this past century, in the 1900's. He refused to negotiate an acceptable outcome and chose
uncreation. That was carried out in the 1980s in our time and this ended the Lucifer Rebellion.

OPENING OF PLANETARY CIRCUITS
Our planetary circuits have been reopened. We were in quarantine for 200,000 years, and this
ended on Harmonic Convergence in August 1987. It is apparent now that the circuits are opening,
and there is a huge amount of new teaching coming into this world, and the incarnation of an
incredible number of masters.

YOU ARE SONS OF GOD; THE TRUE GOSPEL
YOU ARE SONS OF GOD; that was the gospel to spread, and you are to develop your own
minds, for nobody can do it for you. You are all given help from "heaven". Your inner father will
give you all you need to become LIKE the FATHER. And on this world full of sick religions, there is
a huge extra abundance of help during this ascension period. Probably a trillion angels are on duty
here for that very purpose.
There is nothing to hold you back in your growth except YOU and being addicted to profoundly
sick religions – this includes Islam and Judaism. Although Buddhism has nice laws of living, it also
fails to introduce the Inner God. There is NOBODY between YOU and your INNER GOD SPIRIT.
Your inner God spirit is supreme and that IS what Jesus taught. Those who have seen the Son of
the Eternal Son have seen the Father, meaning that if you SEE this in Jesus you see the Father.
He is the Father/Son of the Eternal Son of this SECTOR of the creation.

GOD SO LOVED THE WORLD THAT HE SENT HIMSELF
Jesus/Michael, head of our universe of Nebadon, is the Father manifest for Nebadon and the Son
made manifest for Nebadon. Jesus is GOD of Nebadon and he incarnated here. And he taught
those SPIRIT LED are SONS OF THAT FATHER. Spirit led means to be led by your Inner
Father/Divine Fragment. It IS YOUR GOD. Its personal to you. It is not the god who wears a suit
and flies on a broomstick to give commandments to Moses. Those were given to Moses by the
GOD KNOWING/manifesting people from the planet Jehovah. They flew there on a craft and
guided Moses from that craft and carved the commandments with lasers.
HUMAN BEINGS who KNOW GOD WITHIN THEM ARE the FATHER and the SPIRIT manifest on
this world and the more they grow into that so do the manifest the Son.

THERE IS NO ORIGINAL RELIGION
Celestial Christs who incarnate on worlds do not ever start a religion or give one to developing
man. God is the CREATING TRINITY and it makes no religions at all. Intelligent beings appearing
on all worlds naturally develop a sense of spirit. The mother of each universe pours that spirit
forth. There are 7 spirits of the Mother spirit of any universe and they ARE mentioned in the bible.
The first 5 appear naturally in animals, such as the spirit of courage, and the last two appear in
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beginning human intelligence. When the final 2 spirits appear - the spirit of worship and the spirit
of wisdom, then the human has appeared.

EVOLVING MIND IN ANIMALS
Some pets seem to be "almost human" and have decided personalities and can manipulate you.

When an animal finds its little I AM - meaning it knows itself as a being in its own right - then its
MIND becomes "covered" by the noble element KRYPTON. This keeps it together when the meat
suit of the animals dies. The animal then reincarnates as a being in its own right. It has become
SUPERMINDED as per the above. And now on this world some of these are developing into the
6th and 7th adjutants (see Paper 36, The Seven Adjutant Mind-Spirits in The Urantia Book for
more information) and thus are starting to manifest worship and wisdom. Some of you may notice
the wisdom beginning. Worship generally in the animal is a state of AWE, and at this time comes a
thought adjuster/God fragment which indwells. But with animals, they go to a human meat suit life
for that experience because the animal life and small brain does not supply the experience
necessary to fully be able to choose the life eternal. So these higher friends of ours are starting
this human journey with an adjuster while still in the animal meat suit.

This is a purpose of this planet - to accelerate the process leading to human mind and this is
proof. Normally the thought adjuster does not arrive until the first life in the human form which has
a larger brain.

NUMBER OF ELEMENTS OF DIFFERENT PLANETS
The word “dimension“ refers to the level of consciousness on a planet, and the word
“density“ refers to the density of matter and the number of elements on a planet. All evolutionary
planets are called 2D (second density) if they are life bearing, and 1D if not. 1D includes suns and
moons and asteroids etc. 3D worlds are the first level of custom built worlds in "heaven" They
have 200 elements - double the number of elements on earth. Havona (the central Universe and
the center of the creation) has 1000 elements. It would be invisible to our eyes, but it is not in
another dimension. It is 12D in construction. There are 1 billion custom perfect planets which orbit
Paradise, which is the home of the Trinity and the center of the whole creation. Just because
something is not viewable by our eyes does not make it in another dimension.

Nibiru was quite viewable 2000 years ago, looking much like Jupiter does in our sky now. It was
viewable for months before it went behind the sun from us and headed back to its other sun. It has
the same "density" as we do, having 100 elements, but its matter is a bit higher in vibration. Earth
will surpass that level though as we move into 5d (fifth dimension) consciousness. When this
planet is fully ascended it will not be visible to them, for we will be spirit matter, but we will still
have the same 100 elements – just vibrating at a faster rate. Our entire solar system actually will
vibrate as spirit matter.

THE CAUSE OF INCREASING VIBRATION
Increasing vibration of earth (and our bodies included) is caused by the WAVE from the central
universe which consists of very high-speed electrons. It comes and goes and is a gradual process.
I hear it when it is here, but I haven't hear it in the last several months and that is because the
vibration has decreased in our matter right now with the warmongering that people will not stop.
When that stops, the wave it will come again regularly.
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ETHERIC PLANES
The etheric planes are not right above earth – they are specially constructed planets. They are not
the sky or in the sky. SPACE IS SPACE IS SPACE. The MID ASTRAL PLANE is not an etheric
plane - it is a mind created plane and is around the moon right now to protect their morontial souls
from radiation. Those that live in the lower astral are not salvable. The demonic is in that. The
entire Inner earth has been evacuated because of the upcoming earth changes. That was done, I
think, in 2007. Nobody lives in the oceans except sea life. There are CRAFT however that can
function FINE in the ocean.

ETHERIC BEINGS
Etheric beings are energy SONS OF GOD. They may be purely spiritual (not matter) or partially
material. All spirit beings regardless are IN CRAFT OR ON THE HEAVEN WORLDS or invisible
on other worlds. Only the ones from Paradise can negotiate space without transport, except the
angels who transport spirit beings.

CHUNK OF EARTH IN THE ASTEROID BELT
Now there was WAR once, and a huge chunk of earth was destroyed trying to rid it of reptilians.
That chunk of earth is up in the asteroid belt. The reason for the Pacific Rim and the quakes along
there is that it is the weak spot from that war. The asteroid belt also has another whole planet in it
that broke up.
The earth once had two irregular moons like seen elsewhere in the solar system. They were
brought down on earth in acts of war - one took out Lemuria and the other took out Atlantis. Our
present moon was brought here after that. It is artificial - if you go look at pictures on the net you
will observe that it is made of two domes stuck together.

SILVER CORD AND LOCAL SELF
The silver cord is not material; it is a STREAM of photons between the higher and LOCAL self.
Anybody reincarnating has some sort of higher self. In a first life, it is the Father Fragment/Thought
Adjuster. Without previous human experience there is no "higher self" containing information from
previous experiences.
I am going to use the terminology REAL self and LOCAL SELF to represent the human body
which the real self is "using". There are beings who can handle a whole bunch of local selves and
who have attachments to many human beings, and these attachments are made during the
process of constructing the embryo used. It begins in pregnancy. Sometimes the "new souls" are
actually animals moving up, and thus it is an incarnation but also a first human life.
The silver cord is simply a vehicle which the very high soul (which cannot be near the body) uses
for the connection. Sometimes the local mind tunes it out, not recognizing the prodding. The
situation is a bit different for younger incarnations and I don't intend to cover that at this time.
The silver cord is for more experienced incarnations when the vibration cannot be down close to
this earth plane. It’s just a "wire", but it doesn't have boundaries that are physical. It is energetic,
and magnetism of the mind holds the cord together.
The silver tube is a sort of fiber optic cable (which uses photons, as opposed to phone lines which
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use electrons), in the sense that information comes from other places to your computer and the
stuff you type goes other places. Information goes back and forth at great speed - the silver tube is
faster than the internet, though increases in vibration, changing the matter on this world (and
putting more “spirit” into it), will makes the net work faster in the future. In computer terms, you
might say that your local self is a node of your higher self.
You have no control over the silver tube down here. However, as you down here gain TRUST of
your higher self the cord can be widened (greater flow). That is under the control of the REAL
YOU and cannot be used by other beings. It belongs to your higher self. YOUR REAL MIND IS UP
THERE. Some people never do connect at all with their "real" being - life gets in the way and its
not taught. So that mind would remain just an ego mind with the body if no connection is
perceived.

MERGING WITH THE REAL SELF
Even more complex to explain is that for a year I have been undergoing a process in which my
real me is indwelling my body which is now shared. The Mighty Messenger, who I truly am, has
quite some control of necessary communications with the now shared body. There are "electric
wires" put down into my brain, ears, vocal cords and much more so that my real me will actually
speak on this plane as my real me. I started some teaching on it called “Becoming one with the
Mighty Messenger“. My real me will publically speak using this body, rather than transferring
information back and forth through the silver tube in the form of “mind exchanges“. My real me
now hears what I hear, smell, and so on, but is not IN the body.
I can say that Jesus/Esu and Christ Michael, sovereign of our local universe of Nebadon, took part
in a similar process - they couldn't be in the body, but had to be themselves.

MISUSE OF THE WORD “DIMENSION”
The word "dimension" is often used in error. Those that believe in them think there are layers
around the earth or layers in space. They do not know that heaven IS ON SPECIALLY MADE
WORLDS.
Earth has an astral realm where folks reside in between lives – these people are assigned here for
learning. Many of you do not live in the astral realm. I do not. My Real me is not an astral realm
teacher. My real me also has another body to be used which I had on the planet of Myrua, and I
can use that body if needed. I do not have an astral body because I am not assigned to that realm.
The astral realm is all one "level" too, and the lowest of folks there can move back and forth and
visit the upper parts of it, which are not dimensions but there are some frequency layers which are
"home" to those in each layer, but the layers are not impregnable by those of lesser frequency.
There is sort of a lower astral, mid astral and high astral, but that is due more to the
consciousness level of those in it. There are no dimensional "walls". In fact the mid level is out
around the moon right now to protect it from radiation. The higher frequency beings don't need that
protection and those are teachers mostly.
Now as to space, it is NOT layered into dimensions at all. The exact same space surrounds the
architectural worlds as surrounds our planet. Those worlds have different DENSITIES which is not
the same as "dimension" - the densities relate to the density of matter - but each one would have
inhabitants at different levels of consciousness.
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EARTH IS MOVING TO A NEW LEVEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS
We are moving into a new level of consciousness globally, through 4d (4th dimension) into 5d (5th
dimension). The task of 4d is to give up the bullshit and come into knowing oneself as a son of
god. Even when we are in 5d, MOST but not all people will have discovered this about themselves
and will be making willing choices to discern, becoming like the father. 5d people generally do not
directly interchange telepathically with their god fragment and are not fused with it.
This increasing frequency /vibration of consciousness does have some effect on matter, and it
becomes less dense. But we will always be 2D (2nd density) on this planet, even when the cosmic
wave (incoming higher transformational energy) has done its thing. We will still have, for example,
100 elements, but when the wave has done its thing, God indwells the matter making it spirit
matter. There will still be 100 elements, but there will be more spirit between the parts of the
atoms. Empty space in atoms is not empty – it is spirit, and the atoms will grow larger from spirit in
them, and will vibrate faster, but atoms they will still be.

SPIRIT BODIES
Spirit bodies - whether matter of planets or human bodies or morontial forms or spirit forms always have atoms in them. But the space grows enormous from the incorporation of spirit. We do
not have a really adequate words for this, and I struggle to incorporate truth within limitation of
language.

THE 7 CIRCLES OF CONSIOUSNESS
For those who read the Urantia Book, it describes the 7 circles. These are the levels of
dimensional consciousness. The numbers runs backwards, 7 being the lowest. The 3rd circle is 5d
consciousness. Each human on the planet has its own level of consciousness, and the planet itself
has an average planetary dimensional consciousness. We dropped over this last year or so (2016)
down to about 3.9 from 4.3 we had obtained as a global civilization. Some of you might "feel" that
decrease.
People of higher consciousness from the higher realms/heaven planets are often limited to how
much they can express HERE through their "incarnation”. 6d is generally when real contact is
made with the higher self or the indwelling Father if one is a "new soul" or on the mansion worlds
following “death”.

INFORMATION CIRCUITS
There is no barrier in space involved with mind. The higher self receives the connection and sends
it down the silver cord and you send your answer back up it, and then your higher self relays it to
whoever made the contact. This is quite a fast process with little delay. Compare internet on dial
up and internet on fiber optic for a comparison. Photos carry a huge amount of information - far
more than the electrons on phone lines do. And in addition to quantity, the process is much faster.
I was also born with a more advanced brain, and also some circuits were added to it, mostly built
by Gabriel. Those mind circuits cannot be used by lower beings - mostly only archangels can use
them. So when I am contacted by one of these, we both open the circuit up for communication,
which confirms to me this is not somebody from our astral realms, for example.
Machiventa (Planetary Prince of earth) can use it, as well as everyone above him, and also the
Constellation Father (head of our constellation of Norlatiadek) can use it, but my cherub - that is
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my personal physician - cannot. He has to use my 4th eye, but he gives a special signal through it
so that I recognize him as opposed to somebody else. If you need extra circuits you will get them.
If you don't you won't.
Since I am from Paradise (centre of the great universe), my real me can fly space. With those who
are not from Paradise, the real self is usually aboard ship or can be in the astral plane also. There
are Paradise sons of God that cannot fly space either and are thus aboard ship if on duty here,
whether incarnate or not. As you can see, “incarnation” is really a horrid term, but it is all we have
to use. Because of the higher form and vibration of consciousness we cannot be in these earthy
bodies - we can only connect to them. That is what the silver cord is - a connection.
The UB (Urantia Book) does not cover this material because it would cause more and more darkside members to get in the way of our incarnations. That is why the UB says in general that there
is only one life before going to the mansion worlds. They didn't cover the rest of it.

INCARNATIONS
The first human life (anyplace in general) is the time when a decision may be made to start the
“eternal journey”. This can include many experiences in the form of incarnations on planets, and
these serve the learning process. The Mansion Worlds (the destination for many following “death”)
don't have war and other such things: the actual living of experience must be done through
incarnating.
The average mansion world student will have 1,000 "incarnations" over about 200,000 of our
years, which can be spent on a variety of planets. Typically earth origin souls will go the Pleiades
systems of planets for that first hand experience.

STARSEEDS IN SERVICE
When you are in meditation, you can send a prayer up the silver cord (which is real and composed
of photons) asking your “real you” to give you what you need to be of service, and to be in
alignment. This is what your real you is here for. On this world, we have had quite a problem with
star seeds’ egos - the lower mind - getting in the way. They have not comprehended they must be
alignment with their real selves. They refuse often because they don't want to and in that case it is
POSSIBLE for the higher self to walk away and leave the lower self to fend for itself. There is NOT
enough teaching on this to those particularly the older ones of our age.
Many of us were to be called into service much much sooner, but events like the murder of
Kennedy set back this world, and we have had to exist sort of in limbo, and it frustrates many of us
who know we came to accomplish something. Many star seeds, who were held back at that time,
often went into spiritual businesses or started health food stores. They needed to DO something.
As for me, I went from one career and school to another, not finding what I needed at all and
because quite angry. However, I look back at that period NOW in great admiration of it because I
comprehend this world from all of those things I attempted to do. It served me well and I realize
actually though my lower me was frustrated I actually was in alignment with my higher self as I
marked time.

GROWTH AND FATHER FRAGMENT
All beings who have attained spirit level (such as those humans who have graduated from their
local universe) always have a cord, whereas those still of morontial status will gradually merge
with their lower self as the lower self raises its frequency. What is true in both cases (since the
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lower local mind must grow itself to match the attainment of the higher real you) is that your higher
you does of course GROW more from that.
Those of you who are incarnate descending sons (who normally do not have a Father Fragment
as its not needed up there where you work) will have an assigned experienced Father Fragment
(or TA = Thought Adjuster) for your communications on this world. It is essential, and Christ
Michael had such, and it was the same TA that indwelled also Machiventa Melchizedek at the time
of his bestowal with Abraham. That TA is NOW the chief TA of our local universe of Nebadon,
meaning in reality that it is the chief God so to speak.
I have done at least one message with him and I think one with the chief TA of Urantia. In general
the chief TA of Nebadon would communicate with the chief TA of Urantia who would then
communicate with other TAs indwelling humans here, but not always. Sometimes the Nebadon TA
would communicate only with selected TAs, such as those indwelling descending sons incarnate.
The TA is essential to Father and cosmic connection on this world. Even the Michael sons from
Paradise have to have one, even though they are Michael sons who have the Father AS ORIGIN.

THE BRIDE, THE TWIN FLAME, THE WEDDING
The BRIDE in various literatures IS the fusion with the divine fragment. Your advancing soul is the
bride – it is as simple as that. The Holy Spirit is evolutionary mind. The Spirit of Truth which Christ
bestowed on this world was change by the dumb evil shits in the Vatican to "holy spirit", and its
wrong. Your twin flame is either your advanced higher self or your divine spirit fragment. The
wedding spoken of Christianity is about fusion with your inner spirit.

THE DANGERS OF OROVILLE DAM (AND DAMS EVERYWHERE)
THE DANGERS OF OVERPOPULATION
Many people love to live in flood plains. All these dams were built in the USA for flood relief and for
irrigation for massive amounts of food needed to support over-population, and to generate
electricity needed by over population.
This planet can only house 500,000 people without advanced technologies and 1 billion people
living IN PEACE WITH advanced technologies. We have been over 7 billion for some time now
and this is almost as much as the world can bear. And as to "god" destroying it: it’s us - the sons
of god (who don't know they are sons of god) - destroying it. The anger and hate on this world is
bringing increasing fires and storms. Fires happen when there is not enough water in general and
the anger fuels them, and storms are an attempt by nature to wash it all away.
California is not facing problems because some god is punishing them.. they are facing their
issues from too many people settled there for the conditions of the land. The root cause is TOO
MANY PEOPLE FOR THE NATURAL CONDITIONS.

OROVILLE DAM: GENERAL LOCATION ISSUES
California sits over a huge amount of water connected directly to the ocean (There is a
SUBMARINE base in NEVADA). On top of that, the dam is built on a FAULT LINE which the
weight of water in the lake itself MOVED many years ago, causing a 5.7 quake.

OROVILLE DAM: MISTAKES IN CONSTRUCTION
Concerning the problems of the Oroville Dam, that whole embankment on the north side (NORTH
ABUTMENT) of the dam that contains the spillway and the emergency spill way FORMS THE
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DAM. All of that is back filled DIRT. It is not bedrock. Its a mountain of dirt, laid layer by layer. It is
a TALL DIRT dam (a wide concrete dam may have been better) and all that water puts HUGE
PRESSURE on the back filled layers of the embankment. The pressure hugely increases the
higher the water in the dam which pushes against the embankment.
There are long compacted soils from the reservoir never being that full, and from the drought, and
now clays etc are getting soaked. The whole embankment has an issue with being soaked with
water and this may not be over over the next weeks of high containment of water coming down.
That is why the concrete blew out of the regular spillway.. UNDERGROUND EROSION. The
embankment is MUD.
Generally, earth dams and levies will always come apart under the circumstances of high water
movement and height.

INADEQUATE REPAIRS
Another point: the emergency spillway, when a hole opened up, was not repaired adequately – it
would have required a full apron.

RESEARCH INTO PHOTO MATERIAL FROM THE PAST
According to my research (including comparisons to photos of trucks on the spillway for inpection
purposes in 2013), the abutment area is screwed up – they built a spillway of EXCAVATED DIRT.
The main spillway is ON dirt that washed out under it. In fact that hill that arises up on the left
abutment has a lot of dirt before any bedrock is reached. This consideration must be included in
research into the CAUSE. The loose concrete is BELOW where that inspection was made. I used
comparison between foliage to do that as a marker because the distance is difficult to evaluate
with some markers between the two.

FAILED MAINTENANCE IS NOT THE ISSUE
According to records I checked online, the spillway is checked pretty much every year, and it has
passed all checks, so failing maintenance has nothing to do with it. I continue to state that there
was washout - erosion UNDER THE SPILLWAY caused the problem and caused the collapse of
the concrete. Top damage maybe the result of caviation (bubbles created in high velocity water
which then burst) but the damage was UNDERNEATH the concrete from soil expansion. The
cracking concrete was then blown right out.

HEAVY RAINS IS NOT THE ISSUE
How did the concrete spillway get such a large hole in it when that lake has been dry at low levels
up until recently? No water has even been flowing over it due to the drought. This is water erosion
from BELOW as water flowed into the old dried up earth. What happens to DRIED DIRT IN YOUR
OWN GARDENS and WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU SOAK IT AND WATCH IT EXPAND and
what happens to any OVER SATURATED DIRT? This is the same thing in a larger context. That
area does not have a water proof lining.

PROGNOSIS
The damage is not fixable. They are going to loose the top portion of the reservoir and maybe the
whole thing - sad indeed since it serves so much of California, but so it will be. They screwed the
construction on the part where the spillways run. There was not enough bed rock and no
installation of needed support rock at the time of construction.
The dam will be lost. It’s only a matter of time and they should keep the people out of the
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immediate flood plain and continue to empty the dam as much as possible. It’s no longer much of
a flood control dam and I have no idea how it will affect electrical generation there. You cannot
repair forming holes in these structures. The pressure will continue the erosion which started
UNDERNEATH the lost concrete in the main spillway and more of that will probably wash out to
increasing lateral erosion. In the end they will have a nice much smaller lake and not much flood
protection anymore.

THE POT OF GOLD AT THE END OF THE RAINBOW
The pot of gold is always WITHIN. That is the story of the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. As
each person grows their spirit - and moves up the colors and chakras to the crown - there is found
the pot of gold.
Humans have 7 basic chakras in the 7 basic colors of the rainbow, and humans are supposed to
continuously improve themselves. There are 7 circles to be attained in the early spiritual growth
that leads to open spinning chakra energy centers. These do not spin with speed until the lessons
of each are learned.
When the 7 chakras spin, so is the holy spirit manifested. Jesus demonstrated that and beyond to
show the journey, and this teaching has been lost. The pot of gold is the "crown" so to speak.

JUPITER SUN
We presently have two suns, but one is being kept in hiding (behind our sun) because the earth is
not yet ready. It is tiny – it’s Jupiter. The Jupiter you see is not actually Jupiter: it is a plasma light
ship showing a hologram (a movie) of what we expect to recognise as Jupiter. Saturn, in time, will
also become a sun. When Jupiter is brought out into our view (and is no longer directly opposite
us all the time, with our sun in-between) we will see it shining due to its new orbit. It will also shine
at night and will look like a sort of full moon light.
Jupiter became a sun early February 2009 when it was safely behind the sun, away from our view.
This protected the earth from the impact of energy. That energy was recorded in a great thread on
GLP (Godlikeproductions) and it cannot be shown again because the Japanese website that
recorded the energy blast to earth is not online any more.
Jupiter sun was going to bring on earth’s magnetic reversal, however, it was pulled back by
fleet (because the effect was so strong???? Because earth inhabitants were given a longer
dispensation? Because it was not in alignment with celestial plans?)

THERE IS NO REST, THERE IS ETERNAL LIFE
Lives are never full of rest and peace for all eternity. Life is a challenge. In the early evolution of
the human soul, those who have chosen eternal life must await another BODY of some sort with a
brain. Until then they do not rest in peace - they do not even know that they exist but are in a
transition period.
Most people evolving on earth go to the astral realms and continue schooling and thinking and
growing minus a meat suit. There is no war in the astral realm so there is enough peace. To be
evolving on earth you had to first have had a resurrection, and that was only one of many
resurrections in the life eternal on the way to Paradise. Those not resurrected simply do not know
they exist during the period of waiting. If a soul declines eternal life they simply "melt" in the
existence without being at all. It’s called uncreation or the 2nd death.
There are MANY who have been reincarnating on earth from the MANSION worlds (mentioned in
the Bible under this name) you are not familiar with and are making a choice at this time to
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continue that life eternal or check out of it. If they check out they will not exist anymore. It is a
choice to be made. Eternal LIFE is a choice. Your eternal life as such is always sort of temporary
until you actually arrive on Paradise... but that’s a long story.
What is going on now on this planet for many people is the choice of whether to merge or fuse
with their Inner Divine fragment. Fusion occurs generally at advanced 6d level consciousness.
That process renders a human being an ACTUAL SON OF GOD because of the merger into one
being.
Until that merger, the human is a "faith son" of God – it’s not permanent. There are human origin
souls who will - even after that - decide against continuing the life eternal as an actual Son of God,
but it’s not common. Most continue on all the way to Paradise.

WHO IS THE ANTICHRIST?
Lucifer was uncreated prior to 1987. He was removed 2000 years ago. Satan was removed a few
hundred years ago and faced his trial before the Ancients of Days courts and chose to return to
light service and the Devil WAS the prince of the world, Caligastia, who was FIRED 2000 years
ago. He was the celestial governor of this world. He has broken apart as to his mind and is
rendered useless.
The anti-Christ FORCES OR COLLECTIVE is the KHAZARS who formed the New World Order.
The Khazars are angelic / galactic dark beings who - since the last cleaning of this world - have
incarnated in the Khazars race from MONGOLIA. The anti-Christ is not one single person, it is
those who aim to establish the NEW WORLD ORDER.

DOES ONE MARRY IN HEAVEN?
Question regarding Luke 20:34-36
And Jesus said to them, “The sons of this age marry and are given in marriage, but those who are
considered worthy to attain to that age and to the resurrection from the dead neither marry nor are
given in marriage, for they cannot die anymore, because they are equal to angels and are sons of
God, being sons of the resurrection.
Every person who chooses the life eternal lives in Heaven already, and that was the teaching of
Jesus. Heaven is within you and it has nothing to do with who you marry in any one life.
What Luke’s statement means is that the NEW BODIES YOU GET WHEN YOU ARE LIVING ON
THE HIGHER WORLDS OF "Heaven" (the MANSION worlds per the term in the bible) is that YOU
DO NOT HAVE SEX ORGANS and so you don't marry to have babies. The whole religion is a
FARCE at this point and has been built around corrupted teachings on purpose.
As to eternal life ON THOSE WORLDS of "Heaven", you can partner with anyone you wish. When
you reach spirit level and when you no longer need bodies and brains, you obviously do not
reproduce since you have reached a stage of being ONLY MIND.
I am a very old soul and I have a "life mate" who did not join me in this incarnation but serves as
my chief guide. We have been together for millions of years. The BODY IS NOT WHO YOU ARE.
Bodies are required to mature MIND and you are your mind.

THE MATURATION OF MIND
Mind begins to arise on any planet seeded with physical life through that LIFE. That is why, on this
planet and others, you have simple plant life starting which becomes more complex and makes a
world that can handle animals. Then animals begin to appear as very simple animal life and grow
in complexity as the MIND grows within them. The mind in frogs, for example, will move up the
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chain of higher animals until it begins life in a human meat suit. Any of you who started out on this
world came up through that. Spirit of life keeps coming to this world and maturing through the
animals to human level. You had better think about that every time any one of you abuses an
animal, because you were once it in your past experience.
Most of you are still actually of the Lucifer Rebellion and are learning by being in human meat suits
what you did not comprehend when you joined Lucifer, which is service to the human races, so
you got to be humans for 200,000 years so you could comprehend your failure. It’s graduation
time for you - time to return to your previous ranks as angels.

RADIATION
Radiation does not travel (as you ones believe) through oceans. They can pull this bullshit on you
because you do not know truth about radiation. It doesn't matter if its 10 feet of earth or 10 feet of
Pacific Ocean - the effects are the same. Star Fleet - those nice galactic folks who are under the
direct command of Jesus Christ himself - came down and helped shut down that mess and they
hauled the radioactive materials to the sun for disposal. You are being lied to. The radiation
increase on the other side of the Pacific is from such things as DUMPING and leakage from
Nevada.
Otherwise, radiation is also coming in from the cosmos - from the cosmic radiation stream we
have been in since Oct 2006. It’s from the center of the Milky Way and it includes a LOT of gamma
rays of different types and God Particles.
These modify and change life forms on this planet when we are in these cosmic energies, and it
always starts a new “era” on Earth (and on other planets and systems in the creation which
ROTATE into these energy belts from time to time.)
This world was seeded with LIFE during one trip through these rays about 550 million years ago,
and every time we move through, life changes. For example one of those times is when animal life
began to appear on earth after it was seeded with one-celled plant life.
This is about every 57 million years or so and we are in these energies 4 times in each circuit
(taking about 225 million years) AROUND the center of the Milky Way.
These cosmic rays are put out CONTINUOUSLY from the center of creation, and from the centers
of the 7 superuniverses, and as smaller systems ROTATE around these centers, they come in
contact with these cosmic rays.

THE MILKY WAY
The Milky Way is the CORE or central Galaxy of the 7th Superuniverse which is called Orvonton.
There are 100,000 smaller universes within it. These rotate around this core. The Milky WAY is not
the entirety of Orvonton - just the central portion - the "eye" so to speak. Generally, two orbits are
required before it is ascension time for any developing planetary system. This is OUR time.

THE ORIGIN OF MIND
There is no known origin of HOW MIND came into being - not even by those high celestials who
know HOW it works and grows. There are no records to review until there was enough MIND to
create records. The entire creation is created by MIND, and yet Mind is not truly defined. It is
known HOW things of mind are stored on electrons and photons, which are of course also created
by Mind.
The original mind is forever a mystery. Mind grows organically, and thus the creation is MASSIVE
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and must be very very old. Its not the 15 billion years being taught on this world, and it did not start
with any big bang.
What is eternal is YOUR MIND in conjunction WITH THE INDWELLING DIVINE SPIRIT. IF YOU
DO NOT HAVE THE INDWELLING DIVINE SPIRIT then your ego mind that came with the body
does not survive. Since the days of Christ, everyone with NORMAL MIND and demonstrating
MORALITY in choices has a DIVINE SPIRIT FRAGMENT OF THE FATHER. THAT IS WHAT
MAKES THE MIND/SOUL ETERNAL.
YOU HAVE TO GO THROUGH THE SCHOOLS OF NEBADON (at the centre of our
superuniverse) to be gradually transferred from the being needing a dense meat suit to PURE
SPIRIT existence. Your FIRST RESURRECTION AFTER THE FIRST LIFE IS ALWAYS TO THE
MANSION WORLDS OF NEBADON.
You are not biological machines - you are MINDS using biological machines which you yourself
manufacture for your lessons. YOUR MIND IS NOT IN THE MATTER OF YOUR BODY. YOUR
BODY RETURNS TO DUST BUT you never were dust to start with.
There is a problem on this world with using machines, and quite a few people are here to separate
themselves from machine mind which is the "real satan" to so speak. Your MIND does need a
body to grow in. Once you have gradually matured, your mind will no longer need a BRAIN and
you are then totally spirit.

LIGHT SHIPS
The real Venus is in EARTH’S orbit, so it’s always on the other side of the sun from us. We don't
see it. That bright shining Venus which you can see right now in the western sky is not Venus. It
should be patently obvious that it is an artificial LIGHT. It is a plasma light ship which is orbiting in
the former Venus orbit essentially.
You ones had better start realizing that flickering lights are not stars. Right now the Orion grouping
in the northern hemisphere has several plasma light ships which includes "Sirius".
I assume every "star" in the Orion complex is not a star in fact. The reason light ships are up there
is that our entire solar system is being moved for quite some time now to a new eternal light
energy stream and they keep our sky looking "normal".
I have witnessed "Jupiter" shut its lights completely OFF and then turn them on again and then
dimmed and brightened them several times. Also it moved around out of its position. I was given
this PROOF and I have never wavered in distrust again.
Plasma light ships are massive craft from “Heaven” (Havona???), NOT from other planets, and
they can and do look a bit like suns.

CHUNK OF EARTH IN THE ASTEROID BELT
Now there was WAR once, and a huge chunk of earth was destroyed trying to rid it of reptilians.
That chunk of earth is up in the asteroid belt. The reason for the Pacific Rim and the quakes along
there is that it is the weak spot from that war. The asteroid belt also has another whole planet in it
that broke up.
The earth once had two irregular moons like seen elsewhere in the solar system. They were
brought down on earth in acts of war - one took out Lemuria and the other took out Atlantis. Our
present moon was brought here after that. It is artificial - if you go look at pictures on the net you
will observe that it is made of two domes stuck together.
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SILVER CORD AND LOCAL SELF
The silver cord is not material; it is a STREAM of photons between the higher and LOCAL self.
Anybody reincarnating has some sort of higher self. In a first life, it is the Father Fragment/Thought
Adjuster. Without previous human experience there is no "higher self" containing information from
previous experiences.
I am going to use the terminology REAL self and LOCAL SELF to represent the human body
which the real self is "using". There are beings who can handle a whole bunch of local selves and
who have attachments to many human beings, and these attachments are made during the
process of constructing the embryo used. It begins in pregnancy. Sometimes the "new souls" are
actually animals moving up, and thus it is an incarnation but also a first human life.
The silver cord is simply a vehicle which the very high soul (which cannot be near the body) uses
for the connection. Sometimes the local mind tunes it out, not recognizing the prodding. The
situation is a bit different for younger incarnations and I don't intend to cover that at this time.
The silver cord is for more experienced incarnations when the vibration cannot be down close to
this earth plane. It’s just a "wire", but it doesn't have boundaries that are physical. It is energetic,
and magnetism of the mind holds the cord together.
The silver tube is a sort of fibre optic cable (which uses photons, as opposed to phone lines which
use electrons), in the sense that information comes from other places to your computer and the
stuff you type goes other places. Information goes back and forth at great speed - the silver tube is
faster than the internet, though increases in vibration, changing the matter on this world (and
putting more “spirit” into it), will makes the net work faster in the future. In computer terms, you
might say that your local self is a node of your higher self.
You have no control over the silver tube down here. However, as you down here gain TRUST of
your higher self the cord can be widened (greater flow). That is under the control of the REAL
YOU and cannot be used by other beings. It belongs to your higher self. YOUR REAL MIND IS UP
THERE. Some people never do connect at all with their "real" being - life gets in the way and its
not taught. So that mind would remain just an ego mind with the body if no connection is
perceived.

MERGING WITH THE REAL SELF
Even more complex to explain is that for a year I have been undergoing a process in which my
real me is indwelling my body which is now shared. The Mighty Messenger, who I truly am, has
quite some control of necessary communications with the now shared body. There are "electric
wires" put down into my brain, ears, vocal cords and much more so that my real me will actually
speak on this plane as my real me. I started some teaching on it called “Becoming one with the
Mighty Messenger“. My real me will publically speak using this body, rather than transferring
information back and forth through the silver tube in the form of “mind exchanges“. My real me
now hears what I hear, smell, and so on, but is not IN the body.
I can say that Jesus/Esu and Christ Michael, sovereign of our local universe of Nebadon, took part
in a similar process - they couldn't be in the body, but had to be themselves.

MISUSE OF THE WORD “DIMENSION”
The word "dimension" is often used in error. Those that believe in them think there are layers
around the earth or layers in space. They do not know that heaven IS ON SPECIALLY MADE
WORLDS.
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Earth has an astral realm where folks reside in between lives – these people are assigned here for
learning. Many of you do not live in the astral realm. I do not. My REAL ME is not an astral realm
teacher. My real me also has another body to be used which I had on the planet of Myrua, and I
can use that body if needed. I do not have an astral body because I am not assigned to that
realm.
The astral realm is all one "level" too, and the lowest of folks there can move back and forth and
visit the upper parts of it, which are not dimensions but there are some frequency layers which are
"home" to those in each layer, but the layers are not impregnable by those of lesser frequency.
There is sort of a lower astral, mid astral and high astral, but that is due more to the
consciousness level of those in it. There are no dimensional "walls". In fact the mid level is out
around the moon right now to protect it from radiation. The higher frequency beings don't need that
protection and those are teachers mostly.
Now as to space, it is NOT layered into dimensions at all. The exact same space surrounds the
architectural worlds as surrounds our planet. Those worlds have different DENSITIES which is not
the same as "dimension" - the densities relate to the density of matter - but each one would have
inhabitants at different levels of consciousness.

EARTH IS MOVING TO A NEW LEVEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS
We are moving into a new level of consciousness globally, through 4d (4th dimension) into 5d (5th
dimension). The task of 4d is to give up the bullshit and come into knowing oneself as a son of
god. Even when we are in 5d, MOST but not all people will have discovered this about themselves
and will be making willing choices to discern, becoming like the father. 5d people generally do not
directly interchange telepathically with their god fragment and are not fused with it.
This increasing frequency /vibration of consciousness does have some effect on matter, and it
become less dense. But we will always be 2D (2nd density) on this planet, even when the cosmic
wave (incoming higher transformational energy) has done its thing. We will still have, for example,
100 elements, but when the wave has done its thing, God indwells the matter making it spirit
matter. There will still be 100 elements, but there will be more spirit between the parts of the
atoms. Empty space in atoms is not empty – it is spirit, and the atoms will grow larger from spirit in
them, and will vibrate faster, but atoms they will still be.

SPIRIT BODIES
Spirit bodies - whether matter of planets or human bodies or morontial forms or spirit forms always have atoms in them. But the space grows enormous from the incorporation of spirit. We do
not have a really adequate words for this, and I struggle to incorporate truth within limitation of
language.

THE 7 CIRCLES OF CONSIOUSNESS
For those who read the Urantia Book, it describes the 7 circles. These are the levels of
dimensional consciousness. The numbers runs backwards, 7 being the lowest. The 3rd circle is 5d
consciousness. Each human on the planet has its own level of consciousness, and the planet itself
has an average planetary dimensional consciousness. We dropped over this last year or so (2016)
down to about 3.9 from 4.3 we had obtained as a global civilization. Some of you might "feel" that
decrease.
People of higher consciousness from the higher realms/heaven planets are often limited to how
much they can express HERE through their "incarnation”. 6d is generally when real contact is
made with the higher self or the indwelling Father if one is a "new soul" or on the mansion worlds
following “death”.
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INFORMATION CIRCUITS
There is no barrier in space involved with mind. The higher self receives the connection and sends
it down the silver cord and you send your answer back up it, and then your higher self relays it to
whoever made the contact. This is quite a fast process with little delay. Compare internet on dial
up and internet on fibre optic for a comparison. Photos carry a huge amount of information - far
more than the electrons on phone lines do. And in addition to quantity, the process is much faster.
I was also born with a more advanced brain, and also some circuits were added to it, mostly built
by Gabriel. Those mind circuits cannot be used by lower beings - mostly only archangels can use
them. So when I am contacted by one of these, we both open the circuit up for communication,
which confirms to me this is not somebody from our astral realms, for example.
Machiventa (Planetary Prince of Earth) can use it, as well as everyone above him, and also the
Constellation Father (head of our constellation of Norlatiadek) can use it, but my cherub - that is
my personal physician - cannot. He has to use my 4th eye, but he gives a special signal through it
so that I recognize him as opposed to somebody else. If you need extra circuits you will get them.
If you don't you won't.
Since I am from Paradise (centre of the greater universe), my real me can fly space. With those
who are not from Paradise, the real self is usually aboard ship or can be in the astral plane also.
There are Paradise Sons of God that cannot fly space either and are thus aboard ship if on duty
here, whether incarnate or not. As you can see, “incarnation” is really a horrid term, but it is all we
have to use. Because of the higher form and vibration of consciousness we cannot be in these
earthy bodies - we can only connect to them. That is what the silver cord is - a connection.
The UB (Urantia Book) does not cover this material because it would cause more and more darkside members to get in the way of our incarnations. That is why the UB says in general that there
is only one life before going to the mansion worlds. They didn't cover the rest of it.

INCARNATIONS
The first human life (anyplace in general) is the time when a decision may be made to start the
“eternal journey”. This can include many experiences in the form of incarnations on planets, and
these serve the learning process. The Mansion Worlds (the destination for many following “death”)
don't have war and other such things: the actual living of experience must be done through
incarnating.
The average mansion world student will have 1,000 "incarnations" over about 200,000 of our
years, which can be spent on a variety of planets. Typically earth origin souls will go the Pleiades
systems of planets for that first hand experience.

STARSEEDS IN SERVICE
When you are in meditation, you can send a prayer up the silver cord (which is real and composed
of photons) asking your “real you” to give you what you need to be of service, and to be in
alignment. This is what your real you is here for. On this world, we have had quite a problem with
star seeds’ egos - the lower mind - getting in the way. They have not comprehended they must be
alignment with their real selves. They refuse often because they don't want to and in that case it is
POSSIBLE for the higher self to walk away and leave the lower self to fend for itself. There is NOT
enough teaching on this to those particularly the older ones of our age.
Many of us were to be called into service much much sooner, but events like the murder of
Kennedy set back this world, and we have had to exist sort of in limbo, and it frustrates many of us
who know we came to accomplish something. Many star seeds, who were held back at that time,
often went into spiritual businesses or started health food stores. They needed to DO something.
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As for me, I went from one career and school to another, not finding what I needed at all and
because of this I was quite angry. However, I look back at that period NOW in great admiration of
it because I comprehend this world from all of those things I attempted to do. It served me well and
I realize actually though my lower me was frustrated I actually was in alignment with my higher self
as I marked time.

GROWTH AND FATHER FRAGMENT
All beings who have attained spirit level (such as those humans who have graduated from their
local universe) always have a cord, whereas those still of morontial status will gradually merge
with their lower self as the lower self raises its frequency. What is true in both cases (since the
lower local mind must grow itself to match the attainment of the higher real you) is that your higher
you does of course GROW more from that.
Those of you who are incarnate descending sons (who normally do not have a Father Fragment
as its not needed up there where you work) will have an assigned experienced Father Fragment
(or TA = Thought Adjuster) for your communications on this world. It is essential, and Christ
Michael (who jointly incarnated with Esu in the person you know as Jesus) had such, and it was
the same TA that indwelled also Machiventa Melchizedek at the time of his bestowal with
Abraham. That TA is NOW the chief TA of our local universe of Nebadon, meaning in reality that it
is the chief God so to speak.
I have done at least one message with him and I think one with the chief TA of Urantia. In general
the chief TA of Nebadon would communicate with the chief TA of Urantia who would then
communicate with other TAs indwelling humans here, but not always. Sometimes the Nebadon TA
would communicate only with selected TAs, such as those indwelling descending sons incarnate.
The TA is essential to Father and cosmic connection on this world. Even the Michael sons from
Paradise have to have one, even though they are Michael sons who have the Father AS ORIGIN.

THE BRIDE, THE TWIN FLAME, THE WEDDING
The BRIDE in various literatures IS the fusion with the divine fragment. Your advancing soul is the
bride – it is as simple as that. The Holy Spirit is evolutionary mind. The Spirit of Truth which Christ
bestowed on this world was changed by the dumb evil shits in the Vatican to "holy spirit", and its
wrong. Your twin flame is either your advanced higher self or your divine spirit fragment. The
wedding spoken of Christianity is about fusion with your inner spirit.
*******
This piece is under copyright protection of http://www.abundanthope.net It may be placed
anywhere on the web as long as it is not changed in anyway and a link placed back to this site. It
is preferred you place the entire piece, and if not possible to do so, you must note that the rest of it
can be found at the link. Thankyou, Candace.
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